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Abstract
The SIDRA (Signalised Intersection Design and Research Aid) is calibrated for
South African traffic conditions.
Traditionally, South African traffic engineers made use of American or Australian
based information to analyze traffic operations at signa1ised intersections. Two
major models used in South Africa are HCM (Highway Capacity Manual) by the
Transportation Research Board in the USA and SIDRA by the Austra1ian Road
Research Board.
SIDRA is gaining popularity in South Africa because of the practical problems of
the mirror image, which has to be maintained in using the HCM method due to
the right side driving in the USA and other possible differences on driver behavior,
-vehicleattributes, geometric design and traffic control. . SIDRA seems to be more
suitable for South African conditions. Recently the use of SIDRA in this country
has been increased to 44 organizations.
This study aims to prepare a unified default file for South African users. Due to the
large number of model parameters in SIDRA, priority is given to important ones
for which information is readily available. And this study is confined to signa1ised
intersections rather than all intersection types.
In the calibration process of the model, the model parameters in SIDRA are
defined through literature survey. The sensitivity of SIDRA to parameter changes
is clarified by means of a sensitivity analysis. Existing related traffic data is
ii
compiled from "Saturation flaw rates at signalised intersections in South
Africa"[4] and "South African Road Traffic Signs Manual. (SARTSM) V:3'.
Surveys are conducted for necessary parameters in major intersections in
Johannesburg and Durban.. SIDRA is validated by comparing the results of the
calibrated model against the functioning ofa real intersection in Pretoria.
FinaJIy, South African model parameters are determined and a recommended
default valuesfile is prepared for SIDRA users in this country.
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
1.1 Defining the Problem
The signalised intersection is the most complex location in a traffic system as it
causes interruption to the traffic stream flow. It plays a great role in daily life,
affecting comfort and convenience through delay, accidents and other problems
introduced by improper operation. Accordingly, many research projects and studies
have been carried out to produce methods to describe the operation of traffic
stream with a signalised intersection for better analysis and design [1].
The methods used in one of these models, namely SIDRA (Signalised Intersection
Design and Research Aid) have been improved through fundamental research and
extended to problems not handled before. SIDRA represents one of the most
advanced methodologies in this area [2]. In South Africa there is a significant user
group of the package (44 organizations), while the total number of organizations
using SIDRA is now over 450 in more than 40 countries [3].
To date, South African traffic engineers primarily made use of Australian or
American model parameters which often lead to unacceptable results. South
African traffic has unique features to the extent that the standard units of other
countries are not locally applicable with full confidence.
1
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There are practical problems of the mirror image, which has to be maintained in
using the HCM method due to right side driving in the USA. As shown in Figure
1.1, right hand driving is 180 0 opposite of left hand driving . The ways, directions
and turnings are different in the two cases.
right-hand driving
j iL ~ J~
~~ l rrd---.
c b a
left-hand driving
. t.
J 1 n gL
k • j !
I +
lrr==~+ d
abc
Figure 1.1 Comparison ofright-hand driving and left-hand driving conditions
There are other possible differences in driver behavior, vehicle attributes,
geometric design and traffic control. Observations indicate that South Afiicans
drive at faster cruising speeds, accelerate faster after stops and aIJow for shorter
headways [4]. Because of these and other differences '. it is necessary to calibrate
the SIDRA package for South Afiican traffic conditions.
1.2 Signalised IntenectioD Design and Research Aid (SIDRA)
The SIDRA package has been developed as an aid for capacity, timing and
performance .analysis of signalised intersections by the Australian Road and
Research Board in 1984.
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The important features ofthe SIDRA 4 package are:
• Application of the 'AUSTROADS method' for roundabout and other
unsignalised intersection capacity analysis.
• Established methodology for signalised intersection capacity and performance
analysis.
• Graphics-based input data editing system (RIDES, Road Intersection Data
Editing System)
• Graphics-based output display program (GOSID, Graphical Output System for
Intersection Design)
• Text-display program (VIEWS) for on-screen viewing of SIDRA output and
input files
• Lane by lane method ofanalysis [5].
1.3 Overall Aims of Work
This study is conducted to calibrate the SIDRA package for South African traffic
conditions with a view to:
I; define the model parameters in SIDRA
2. establish the procedures for calibration
3. determine South African model parameters
4. prepare a recommended default values file for South African conditions. to
improve the accuracy ofthe model in this country.
Due to the large number of parameters in SIDRA, priority is given to important
parameters for which information is readily available. This study is confined to
signalised intersections rather than all intersection types.
3
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1.4 Organization of Work
This dissertation comprises seven chapters. Chapter I presents an introduction to
the problem. Chapter II addresses a literature survey aimed at reviewing current
knowledge on SIDRA. In Chapter III a sensitivity analysis is done to determine the
relative importance of the differentparameters. Chapter IV presents a set of traffic
data obtainedthrough field studies. The default values for South Africanconditions
are determined by collecting existing data and analyzing the survey results in
Chapter V. Chapter VI validates the model by comparing the results of the
calibrated model against the functioning of a real intersection in Pretoria. Chapter
VII presents a summary and conclusion, together with some recommendations for
future work. Appendix A and B give the used field sheets and survey results,
respectively. Appendix C presents default values for SIDRA 4.1 (1995), SIDRA
4.07 (1993), SIDRA HCM version (1995) and recommended South African
default values.
- .'-'->-
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Background About The Package
2.1.1 Historical Background
ARRB Research Report ARR No: 123 introduced various improvements to
traditional techniques of capacity and timing calculations for signalized
intersections with the first publication in 1981. It had been recognized before the
first publication of ARR No: 123 that there was a need for a computer program to
implement the techniques given in the report for the reasons of improved
computing efficiency and accuracy. It was decided to use the existing SIDRA
program in 1979 as a basis for developing a new program which incorporates the
new techniques of ARR No. 123. Although the new program was called SIDRA
version 2, (1984) it was substantially different from the original SIDRA.
Furthermore , SIDRA-2 had some advanced features not included in ARR
No. 123. In ·1991, SIDRA 4.07 was released and it has been extended to the
analysis of roundabouts and other unsignalisM intersections. In 1995, the latest
version, SIDRA 4.1 which has substantial changes to all models was released [5].
s
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2.1.2 The Comparison of SIDRA with Other Related Programs
Pretty [6] and Akcelik [5] compared several computer programs for isolated
intersections, SIDRA, HCM, OSCADY, LINSIG, INTANAG, CAPCAL,
Cap.Guide. TQ assist in the comparison of the programs they have produced a
Table (Table2.1).
HCM: The HighwayCapacity Manual and the accompanying software.
OSCADY: is from the Transport (and Road) Research Laboratory, as are
similar programs for other forms ofintersection control such as
PICADYand ARCADY.
LINSIG was developed initiallyfor use by Lincolnshire County Council and
has gained wide acceptance in Britain.
INTANAL: was releasedby Sims Traffic Systems in Australia and follows an
earlier program called SIMSET.
CAPCAL: The software for the SwedishCapacity Manual.
Cap.Guide: Canadian capacity guide for signalized intersections.
6
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Table 2.1 Feature of signal control programs
OSCADY
F....... SIDRA HCM ARCADYI LINSIG INTANAL CAPCAL Cap.
PICARDY GaloIe
LANE BY LANE Y N N N N Y Y
'-- Y N N N N y y
'-iDteI'adlon Y N
-
N N N N N
TWO GREEN PERIODS Y N N N N ? N
Op,..... ....... Ily - ...... y N N N N N N
periods" _tlme__
SIlplaDes.TumOD.~ Y N N N N ? N
SHORT LANES Y N N N Y Y yDow____
Y N N N Y ? Y
c......,pIll priority y N N N N N N
UIIIlIde<lH__
Y N N N N N N
COH!fhttm moveIHIID Y N N N N N N
Delay Y y Y Y y y y
Qoone ....... y N Y N Y y N
Sto.... _ y N N N y y Nv__
y y y y y y y
ROUNDABOUTS Y N Y N y y NA
Umdg " .-&"..-ylyldd, ..... y y y N Y y NA
GRAPID=- ...... y N N N N N NA
GRAPIDes-__ y N N N N N NA
""lop y N N N N ? NA
-
Y=Yes
N=No
NA= Not applicable
?=Unsure
This reviewsuggestthat the most comprehensive signal timing program is SIDRA.
2.1.3 New Features of SIDRA 4.1
SIDRA 4.1 is a major new version incorporating a large number of significant
enhancements to traffic models for all types of intersection, based on new ARRB
researchas well as on the new 1994 editionofthe US Highway CapacityManual.
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New traffic models provide complete and consistent modeling of capacity and
traffic performance for different intersection types. New features of SIDRA 4.1
listed below:
• Geometric delays and stops for all types ofintersection.
• Roundabout capacity model enhancement allow for the effects of origin-
destination pattern, proportion queued and lane usage on approach roads.
• New formulae for an types of intersection
- delay
- back ofqueue
- proportion queued (stopped)
- queue move-up rate
- effective stop rate
• New gap acceptance capacity formula
(opposed left and right turns at signals, movements at sign-controlled (priority
controlled) intersections, roundabout entry streams).
• All capacity and performance models based on a bunched exponential
distribution ofarrival headways calibrated using real-life and simulation data.
• Improved modeling of heavy vehicle effects on
- gap-acceptance capacities
- geometric delays
- operating cost, fuel consumption and pollutant emissions.
8
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• An improved progression factors method for modeling platooned arrivals
generated by coordinated signals (94 method); also actuated control effects.
• Updated basic saturation flows and saturation flow adjustment factors.
• Improved handling ofpeak flow period,
• improved short lane model application for roundabouts and sign-controlled
intersections.
• All-way stop-sign control.
• Improved intersection : type menu (allows signalised and unsignalised
intersection features to be specified easily).
• New SIDRA configuration utility (CONFIG).
• New method to run SIDRA treating the current directory as the data directory
automatically.
• Improved graphical output display module (GOSID) using ATSIS (Australian
Transport Software Integration System) common data file format. GOSID is
now an independent program that can be linked to other software using ATSIS
file format.
• New mono screen facility in GOSID for better picture printing.
• Extensive input, output and menu system improvements.
9
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2.2 General Model Formulation
2.2.1 Capacity Model
2.2.1.1 Saturation Flow Rate
Saturation flow is the most important single parameter in the capacity analysis of
signalised intersections. It is defined in a number ofdifferent ways:
SIDRA (Australian): Saturation flow is the maximum constant departure rate from
the queueduring the greenperiod [7].
HCM (American): Saturation flowrate is defined as the maximum rate of flow that
can pass through a given intersection approach or lane group under prevailing
traffic and roadway conditions assuming that the approach or lane group had 100
percentofreal timeavailable as effective greentime [4].
Canadian: Saturation flow is the rate of queue discharge from the stop line of an
approach lane, expressed in passenger-ear units per hour of green (pculhr green)
[8].
Saturation flow is the basis for the determination of traffic signal timings and for
the evaluation of intersection ·performance. Most current analysis and design
methods are basedon someform ofthe critical lane technique, in which the critical
lane, or group of movements, is determined from the relationship between the
volumeit carriesand its saturationflow.
A small change in the saturation flow value may result in a relatively large change
in the calculated cycletime and the duration of the necessary green intervals. The
impact becomes especially critical in situations in whichvolumes are just below or
exceed capacity. Because saturation flow represents a major factor in the
determination ofmeasures ofeffectiveness used in traffic engineering practice, its
10
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. value also influences the performance evolution ofsignalized intersections. Almost
all computer programs for design and analysis of individual intersections, signal
progression, or network operations use saturation flow as one of the principal
input parameters. The accuracy of these programs is.usually sensitive to saturation
flow [8].The saturation flowimplemented in SIDRAis illustrated in Figure2.1.
Slart lag, a Effec:lve green time, q = G - I - L
i'(/;~)2
F (terminatingphase .
k c.~ange time)
_ red
c=::::J green
e:::::J yellow
•
•
Olsplayed green time, G
SaturatIon flow, s
l""--~-----7""-----------':-, Losltlme,
I
a» ..... I : l =c - t1
_.,e.._ve---.
new curve I
~
" <;_ Co; =
- ..
- ..C"_
-00_
.. -o~
-"
" -~~
.",.
- 'O:s
".:
- ..
... -<::=
?haseslor
themcvement I tF. (starling phase
oJ: changetime)
Phases for the' I
COnflicting -=F.N?
movements 1-., I I
Yellow AII;ed
Figure 2.1: Basic saturation modeland definitions [7]
The modelassumes that when the signal changes to green, the flow rate across the
stop line is low during the first few seconds and then increases rapidly to a rate
called the saturationflow (s), which remains constant until either the queue is
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exhausted or the green period ends. 'The departure rate is low during first few
seconds as vehicles accelerate to normal running speed. Ifthe queue persists until
the end of green, as indicated in Figure 2.1, the green period isfully saturated For
fully saturated green periods, the saturation flow is lower in the period after the
end ofgreen because some vehicles stop and others do not.
As indicated by the dotted line in Figure 2.1, the saturation flow model represents
the actual departure flow curve by a rectangle of equal area, the height of which is
equal to the saturation flow rate (s), and whose width is the effective green lime
(g). The area under the curve is thus (sg), the maximum number ofdepartures in an
average cycle. The time between the start of the displayed green and the start of
the effective green period (ee') is termed the start loss. Similarly, the time between
the end of the displayed green and the end of the effective green period iff) is
termed the end gain. Therefore, the effective green time is equal to the displayed
green time plus the end gain less the start loss:
The lost time is defined as;
where I is intergreen..
g=G+r -ee'
I=I+ee' -ff'
(2.1)
(2.2)
SIDRA uses basic saturation flow values, Sb' in through car units per hour (tcuJh)
as a starting point for saturation flow estimation. The SIDRA standard values of
basic saturation flows are based on ARR No 123 (environment classes 1,2 and 3 as
good;average and poor), but have been extended to include environment classes 4
and 5 as verypoor and very good. SIDRA also allows for fixed saturation flows to
be specified for individual movements (instead of saturation flow estimation). The
saturation flow adjustment factors, 1.,are used to adjust the basic saturation flow,
12
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s. up or down in order to get movement-specific estimates of saturation flow
allowing for the effects of traffic composition, lane width, gradient, and so on.
The basic relationship for saturation flow estimation is
(2.3)
where
s=adjusted saturation flow (veh/h)
Sb=basic saturation flow(tculh)
fi= adjustment factor for traffic composition, lane width, grade. etc. (i=l to n)
In SIDRA, the factors relating to all traffic in a lane are specified directly as
saturation flow adjustment factors (lane width, gradient, parking, and bus factors)
whereas the factors relating to individual vehicle classes (turning vehicles and
heavy vehicles) are specified as through car equivalents which are converted to
traffic composition factors according to particular lane arrangements.
Saturation flow is affected by a number offactors, which are listed below, together
with a qualitative assessment of the influenceofeach factor: .
• Environment: In environments with more friction (vehicles stopping,
pedestrians crossing etc.), such as streets in central business districts, the
saturation flow will generally be lower than in environments with low
friction, such as arterial routes in suburban areas.
• Heavy vehicles: Heavy vehicles have slow acceleration characteristics,
which tend to slow down the discharging process. Long headways are thus
created and the saturation flow decreases.
13
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• Lane width: Thewider the lanes, the more comfortable drivers feel (i.e. less
interference withvehicles in adjacent lanes), and the highersaturationflow.
• Grade: Uphill grades tend to decrease acceleration, longer headways are
created and the saturationflow decreases. The opposite is true for downhill
grades.
• Parking: Parking adjacentto traffic streamstends to interfere with adjacent
passing-by traffic, while parking maneuvers disrupt the normal discharge
process. The more parking maneuvers taking place per hour, the lower the
saturation flow.
• Bus blockage: Public buses often stop at intersection comers to serve
passengers. This usually disrupts intersection operations. One lane may be
temporarily blocked during green, or following vehicles will have to slow
down and maneuver around the stopped bus. This reduces the average
saturationflow.
• Turning movements: Turning movements often take place at lower speeds
due to small turning radii, or contlict with pedestrians. This tends to reduce
the saturation flow[9].
2.2.1.2 Opposed Tums
A vehicular movement whichmust give way to other movement(s), such as a right
tum movement across oncoming traffic or a movement out of a slip lane, are
termed opposed turns in SIDRA. In SIDRA, opposed tum capacities are not
estimated by means of adjustment factors, as is the case with the U.S. Highway
CapacityManual (HCM), but calculated directlyby meansofa gap-acceptance
14
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opposed turn model. The following parameters are used in the opposed turn
model:
• Critical gap The critical gap is defined as the minimum gap (in seconds) that
will be acceptable to the average driver of an opposed vehicle. This value is a
function of the speed of the oppo~ing traffic, the traffic composition, the type
of turn to bemade and the width ofthe street to be crossed.
The critical gap and follow up headway parameters are used to calculate filter
turn saturationflow rates from the following formula.
360011k-1 (a - A)
5,,= 1 1/1 (2.4)
-e
where
5,,= filterturn saturation flow rate (vehlh)
a, p =critical gap and follow up headway (s)
/). = intra-bunch minimum headway in an opposingtraffic lane(s)
1, 0 = parameters calculatedfrom:
1. = ({Xl,
• l-I:!.q,
; = ll(l-I:!.q,)
where the summation and multiplication are for lanes i=1 to N, and
fI', = bunching factor (proportion ofunbunched vehicles in ith opposing traffic
lane)
q.= flow ratein ith opposingtraffic lane (veh/sec)
Follow-up headway When a large enough gap occurs, more than one driver
may accept that gap. The second and consequent drivers will then follow the
first driver at headways termedthe follow-up headway. The follow-up
15
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headway is generally a function of the same parameters that affect the critical
gap, as well as others such as the acceleration ofthe opposed vehicles.
• Number ofdepartures after green Due to high oncoming volumes, an opposed
right turning vehicle may not be able to complete its maneuver during the
effective green period, and consequently executes the tum following the end of
effective green. These vehicles are termed "sneakers", and the number of
departures after green is an important consideration in determining the capacity
ofopposed right turns.
The opposed turn model of SIDRA reduces the effective green time of an opposed
movement for the period when the opposing movement discharges at the saturation
flow rate, and no turns can take place [9].
2.2.1.3 Shared Lanes
Compared to other capacity analysis procedures, SIDRA uses a sophisticated
methodology to model shared lanes -that is lanes from which more than one
movement can be made. The shared lane model of SIDRA allows for the blockage
of two movements by each other when their effective green times differ, as would
be the case when an opposed right tum and an unopposed through movement take
place from the same lane [9].
2.2.1.4 Lane ntilization and short downstream lanes
On multi-lane approach roads, it is possible that the capacities of all lanes are not
used fully, i.e. some lanes are under-utilized .This may happen in the following
cases.
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• Where opposed turning vehicles are queuing in a shared lane, less through
vehicles willuse that lane.
• Where buses stop or parking maneuvers take place in a lane, less vehicles will
use that lane.
• Where the number of lanes is decreased downstream of an intersection (i.e.
where a short downstream lane occurs), less vehicles will use the lane that will
be "dropped".
• Where large turning movements take place at an intersection a short distance
downstream of the intersection under consideration, a larger proportion of
vehicles may use the outside lanes.
In all cases except the short downstream lane case (iii), the user must supply an
appropriate Lane Utilization Ratio (LUR). In the case of short downstream lanes,
the LUR is calculated automatically by SIDRA [9].
2.2.2 Perfonnance Model
2.2.2.1 Perfonnance measures
SIDRA 4.1 [3] calculates a number of performance measures, which are given
below together witha short description:
• Delay: SIDRA 4.1 offers the following options for delay estimation.
i) the overall delay with geometric delays: the overall delay includes
deceleration and acceleration delays for the major stop experienced by
17
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queued vehicles, as well as the geometric delays experienced by all vehicles
in negotiating the intersection,
ii) the overall delay without geometric delays: this is equivalent to the delay
predicted by the analytical models.
iii)the stopped delay (idling time): this is the delay excluding all deceleration
and acceleration delays (i.e. not including any geometric, major stop-start
and queue move-up delays), and Can be estimated by
a) the SIDRA method which calculates the stopped delay by subtracting the
deceleration and acceleration delays associated with major stop-start and
queue move-ups from the analytical model delay, or
b) the HeM method which uses the simple formula:
stopped delay = total delay 113 (2.5)
• Queue: SIDRA 4.1 offers the following options for queue length estimation for
aU types of intersection:
a) cyc/e-average queue
b) the backofqueue
and for each of these, the followingoptions are available:
i) the mean (average) value,
ii) 90th percentile value,
iii)95th percentile value, and
. iv) 98th percentile value
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• LOS (Level of Service) Definition: SIDRA 4.1 output includes Level of Service
(LOS) resuhs based on the concept described in the US HighwayCapacity Manual
(HCM). The HCM uses the average stopped delay as the LOS measure for
signalised intersections.
SIDRA 4.1 offers the following options for LOS determination:
i) delay
ii) delay and degree ofsaturation, and.
iii)degree ofsaturation only. [3]
2.2.2.2 Progression facton and arrival types
All single traffic signal capacity analysis procedures (such as SIDRA) make use of
the underlying assumption of random traffic arrivals. To allow for the effect of
platooned arrivals on delay, SIDRA, 'like the US Highway Capacity Manual
.(HCM), uses progression factors with which the delays obtained for random
arrivals are multiplied. The method makes use of six different arrival types to
define different platoon conditions:
1. Arrival Type I: Worst platoon condition: A dense platoon arriving at the
beginning ofred.
2. Arrival Type 2: Unfavorable platoon condition: A dense platoon arriving
during the middle of the red period or a dispersed platoon arriving
throughout the red period.
3. Arrival Type 3: Average platoon condition (random arrivals): Arrivals are
widely dispersed throughout the red and green periods, and/or the
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approach is totally uncoordinated with other signals (either because it is an
isolated location or because nearby signals operate on different signal
lengths.)
4. Arrival Type 4: Moderately favorable platoon condition: A dense platoon
arriving during the middle of the green period or a dispersed platoon
arriving throughout the green period.
5. Arrival Type 5: Most favorable platoon condition: A dense platoon
arriving at the beginning ofgreen [9].
6" Arrival Type 6: Exceptional. Very dense platoon progressing with very
little delay [3].
2.2.2.3 Peak bour fador and flow period
The analysis methodology implemented in SIDRA assumes that the flow conditions
are uniform during the analysis or flow period. In practice, however, it is found
that the demand is not constant, but peaks during the flow period. To quantifY
the degree to which the demand is peaked, a very important distinction is made
between the "termvolume V, on the one hand, and the rate of flow q on the other.
Volume is defined as : the number of vehicles passing a point on a traffic lane
during one hour. expressedas vehicles per hour whereas rate offlow is defined as:
the number of vehicles passing 'a point on a traffic lane during some period less
than one hour. expressedas an equivalent rate in vehiclesper hour.
The ratio of the peak hour volume to the maximum rate of flow computed on the
basis ofan interval t within the hour is known as the peak hour factor (PHF). Thus,
given a volume V and a maximum rate of flow q based oil an interval t less than
one hour, the peak hour factor is
20
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(2.6)
where Nt is the maximum number ofvehicles counted during any interval t within
the hour. The closer the PHF is to unity, the more uniform the demand., and
conversely, the lower the PHF, the more peaked the demand.
When hourly volumes are given, they must be converted to flows by
q=V I PHF (2.7)
When using SIDRA, t is generally taken as 15 minutes, implying that the flow rate
during the peak 15 minutes is used in the analysis as an constant flow during the
full analysis period.
The choice of flow period is important, as SIDRA uses a time-dependent analysis
procedure, which models the build-up of queues over time under near or over-
saturated conditions.
2.2.3 Signal Timings Method
2.2.3.1 CycleTime
'.
The 'cycle time' is the amount of time during which all movements at a signa1ised
intersection are accommodated. There are several characteristics ofcycle length:
1. The cycle length must be long enough to provide sufficient minimum times for
all phases. The sum of these minimum phase lengths is the absolute lower limit
of the cycle length.
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2. The cycle length should be sufficiently long to ensure that no movement is
saturated, if possible. That is, the degree of saturation should be less than 100
per cent for all approaches. This constraint generally results in a higher value
for the cycle length than does the previous constraint.
3. The cycle length should not be so long as to cause unacceptably highdelays.
4. On electro-mechanical controllers, the cycle length may only be in increments
offive seconds, because the mechanical gear range is 30-120 sec.
Additionally, in a progressive system, the system cycle length should be chosen to
facilitate traffic progression.
It is an understatement to say that the cycle length has a distinct effect on traffic
operations. Because of the stop-and-go nature of traffic at a signalised
intersection, the effects of cycle lengths on delay, stop and fuel consumption are
somewhat mixed. The general trends are illustrated in Figure 2.2 [10].
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Figure 2.2: Relationship ofdelay, stops and fuel consumption to cycle length [10]
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In SIDRA the optimum cycle time is calculated as [7]:
(1.4 +k)L+6
Co = l-Y
where
eo=approximate optimum cycle time in seconds,
L=interseetion lost time in seconds
Y=intersection flow ratio
k=K1loo is the stop penalty parameter
k=O.4 for minimum fuel consumption
k-=O.2 for minimum cost (including the value ofdelay time)
k=O for minimum delay
(2.8)
The minimum cycle time which ensures that the degrees of saturation of all
movements are below specified maximum acceptable degrees of saturation, x<Xp is
called the practical cycle time and is given by:
c =LlI-U,
where
L= intersection lost time in seconds
U=intersection green time ratio.
(2.9)
. According to South African Road Traffic Signs Manual (SARTSM):[II]: Under
no c:irtumsunces should the cycle length be more than 120 seconds, and a
cycle tilDe of less than 40 seconds would not be practic:able.
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1.5L+5
CO = 1-Y
where
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. (2.10)
eo=the optimum cycle length
L=totaI lost time
Y=the sum ofthe maximum saturation ratios for each conflicting phase in the cycle
The cycle time methods of SIDRA and SARTSM are compared in Figure 2.3.
They give the same cycle times when k=O in the SIDRA method indicating that
SARTSM method tries to minimize delay. SIDRA's cycle time values are higher
for k=O.2 and 0.4 while flow rate is among 0.4 and 0.8.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison ofSIDRA and SARTSM cycle time methods.
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2.2.3.2 Intergreen Time
The time from the end of the green period on one phase to the beginning of the
green period on the next phase is called the intergreen time, 1. It consists ofyellow
and all red periods as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Signal cycle diagram. [7]
During the all red period, both the terminating and the starting phases movements
are shown the red signal simultaneously. From Figure 2.4, it is seen that the phase
change times (F) are defined as phase termination times which occur at the end of
the green period which is the initial part of the phase. Therefore, the green Period
starts at time (F+I). If the displayed green time for a phase is G, then the green
period ends at time (F+I+G) This is phase change time for the next phase. The
cycle diagram can beconstructed by setting the first phase change time to zero and
adding the (I+G) value ofthe first phase to find the second phase change time, and
so on. The sum ofall phase intergreen and green times is the cycle time:
2S
c='Ll/+G)
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This is the time at which the last phase green period ends; hence it is the first phase
change time in the next signal cycle.
Start loss is the time between the start of the displayed green and the start of
effective green period for the movement.
End gain is the time between the end of the displayed green and the end of the
effective green period for the movement [7].
South African Road Traffic Signs Manual suggests that; the yeUow interval
should not be less than 3 seconds. where the speed limit is 60 km/h, reaction time
of0.75 sec. and a deceleration rate of3.7 m1s2 with zero gradient [11].
For other speeds. and to take into account a downhill approach gradient (never an
uphill approach gradient ). the yellow interval may be calculated from the following
formula. proposed by the ITE Technical Committee 4a-16:
V
t =t +-----
y R 2a + (2G. g)
where
ty=yellow intervaL(s)
tR=driver reaction time (s)
V=vehicle approach speed(m1s)
a=braking deceleration rate (m1s2)
0=9.8 m1s2_ acceleration due to gravity;
g= approach gradient (per cent grade divided by 100)
Noter''g" is negative for a downhill approach
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The yellow interval should normally be not more than 5.2 s on a level road in an
urban area. Longer intervals than necessary only encourage more drivers not to
stop at the onset of the yellow and do not necessarily add to safety.
It is customary in South Africa to provide an all-red interval of not less than 2
seconds between main phases, irrespective of junction size and approach speed.
A setting of 2 s will be adequate for a range of conditions from a 15m wide
crossing and an approach speed of 40 kmIh to a 27m wide crossing and an
approach speed of60kmIh [I I].
The Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE 1982) recognizes that the timing of the
amber and the all red intervals are independent ofone another. The function ofthe
amber is to warn drivers that the related right of way is being terminated. Clearly
this period must be long enough for a driver to cross the stopline before the onset
of the red ifat the change from green, he is too close to stop. The function of the
all red is to provide time for vehicles entering the intersection legally on the last
moment of amber to clear the area of conflict before right-of-way is reassigned.
(see Figure 2.5)
_0"
Figure 2.5: Dilemma zone problem [12].
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Observations in South Africa indicate that amber lengths are inadequate at
numerous intersections (observations in Pretoria showed that about 18 per cent of
all vehicles crossing at traffic signals commit violations) on high speed roads.
Stander and Kruger's study [12] showed that a deceleration rate not higher than
3.0m/s2 should be used in the calculation of the amber. The value of 3.0 mfi- is
motivated by considering geometric design standards and the coefficient of friction
used in geometric design as well as by considering the legal requirement for
braking capability of trucks. They suggest to traffic engineers to keep the values
for reaction time (1 sec.) and deceleration rate (3.0 mfs2)
Sampson [13] recommends the deceleration value as 3.7 m/s2 and reaction time as
0.75 sec. which gives 3.1 second amber.
Table 2.2: The values for reaction time, deceleration rate and yellow time
Speed Reaction time Deceleration rate Yellow time
SARTSM 60kmfh 0.75 3.7 3.1
SAMPSON 60kmfh 0.75 3.7 3.1
STANDER 60kmfh I 3 3.6
It has been found by Jordaan and Joubert [14] that South African drivers tend to
misusethe amber interval and that it is impossible to design accordingly.
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2.2.3.3 Green Time
The ARRI23 green time calculation methods for a chosen cycle is carried out in
the following steps; [7]
• calculate the criticalmovement green time,
• calculate the non-critical movement green times
• determine the phase green times.
The following general movement-phase time relationship is the basis of various
formulae given below for the calculation ofgreen times:
where
g=movement green
l=lost time
G=phase green
I=intergreen time
i=starting phase
k=terminating phase
k-l
l..{g+/)= "L/G+/) (2.13)
According to SARTSM, the minimum safety minimum green interval for a
vehicular niain phase should normally be not less than 75. The safety minimum
green time is the shortest interval that a normal driver would expect the green to
run and is used to avoid the situation where a vehicle starts off and then is almost
immediately faced with a red signal; the vehicle is not traveling fast and the driver
does not know whether to go on or stop, and the one behind is even less certain as
to what the one in front is going to do [II].
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2.2.3.4 Practical Degree of Saturation
For signalised intersections, the cycle time and green split results depend on the
value ofthe practical degree of saturation.
In practice, there is an acceptable~m degree of saturation which must be
less than 1.0 because traffic conditions become unstable as arrival flows approach
capacity resulting in excessive delays, stops and queue lengths. This is called the
practical degree ofsaturation., and is denoted by Xp for an intersection. A study of
various operating characteristics such as delay, number of stops and queue length
with respect to increasing degrees of saturation indicates that practical degrees of
saturation in range from 0.8 to 0.9 represent satisfactory operating conditions. The
use ofXp is recommended as a general purpose value. [2]
2.2.3.5 Green Split
The split is the division of the available total green' time in each cycle between
_.~'.• '
conflicting phases. It may beexpressed as a percentage ofthe cycle time, or ofthe
available green time, whichever is used, must be defined. Alternatively, the split
can beindicated simplyby stating the length ofeach phase green in seconds. [11]
The method ofSIDRA for green split computation allows for;
a) unequal Practical degrees ofsaturation
b) minimum and maximum green times
c) green split priority for selected movements
The ARRI23 [7] method distributes the total available green time to critical
movements in proportion to their required green time ratios (u value) calculated as
30
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where
u=required green timeratio
y=tlow ratio
Xp=praetical degreeof saturation
SARTSM [11Jsuggests3 methodsfor splits:
1. Volume proportional:
Chapter 2
(2.14)
Available proportional green time is divided in direct proportion to the traffic
volumes on the critical approach for eachphase.
2. Critical lanevolumes:
Available green time is divided in direct proportion to the traffic volumes on the
critical lanefor each phase. This is a refinement of'method (a) above, and accounts
for the different utilization of lanes. It requires measurements or estimates to be
made ofhowthe total traffic on an approach dispenses itselfamongst the lanes.
3. Balanced saturation:
Known as the British method, this was formulated by Webster and Cobbe to
'. .
minimize delay. The principle is to divide the available green so that the suuration
ratios on the critical approaches are equal. The general formula is:
(2.15)
where
g;=green timefor phase I
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Yi=maximum ratio of traffic flow to saturation flow for phase I
Y=the sum ofthe maximum ratios oftraffic flow to saturation flow for all phases
Co=optimum cycle length
L=totallost time per cycle
The primary considerations which must be given to interval (and therefore phase)
durations are given below:
• The phase duration must be no shorter than some absolute minimum time, such
as five to seven seconds of green, plus about four seconds of yellow and all
red. Ifpedestrians maybe crossing with this phase, their crossing time must also
be considered and included in the minimum phase length.
• A phase must be long enough to avoid over saturating any approach associated
with it. Too short a time will cause frequent "cycle failures' where some traffic
fails to clear during its phase.
• A phase length must not be so long that green time is wasted and vehicles on
other approaches are delayed needlessly.
• Phase lengths should be properly designed to efficiently balance the cycle time
available among the several phases, not just 'equitably' between, say, north-
south and east-west.
2.2.3.6 Pedestrian Signals
SIDRA uses the following fortnuia for calculating pedestrian minimum green times
and end gain values.
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where
t.m=the minimum clearance time(s)
d.,=clearance distance(m)
vc=clearance speed(m/s)
(2.16)
Then calculate the negative end gain(unused part of the displayed green at the end
ofthe greenperiod)from:
where
tg=clerance timegain
tc=the required clearance time as calculated above
to=clearance time overlap
Finally calculate the pedestrian minimum green time G...;
where
t..=the minimum walktime
te=the required clearance time as calculated above
to=clearance time overlap as above
G...=a temporary value of the minimum displayed green time (G..., t., -t.)
t.=start lossfor pedestrians
t.=negativeend gain [15]
(2.17)
(2.18)
In SARTSM [11] there are two parameter settings for pedestrian signals which
together are the equivalent ofthe phasegreen ofa vehicular phase. Theyare :
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1. green time
2. flashing red man
1. Green man:
The green man interval should be the minimum practical value that can sensibly be
used. A valueof7s is recommended for normal circumstances, with absolute lower
limit of5s and an upper limit of lOs suggested.
2. Flashing red man:
The flashing red man interval is calculated by dividing the width of the road by the
average walk speed, which should be a value of between 1.2m1s and 1.5 mls. The
higher value of walk speed is appropriate to busy commercial districts, where
pedestrians are mainly active walkers. Lower values should be used for shopping
areas, in peri-urban situations, at schools, and at other locations where there maybe
very young, elderly or infirm pedestrians.
2.3 Specific Model Fonnulation
2.3.1 The Comparison of SIDRA 4.1 and South African Saturation Flow
Rates
Most analysis procedures recommend the use ofmeasured saturation flows rather
than estimates because they are notoriously erratic and are dependent on a
multitude of localconditions [16].
Cuddon [16] has recently developed a new saturation flow model for SIDRA 4.1.
During 1991 the Department of Transport Commissioned BKS Incorporated in
South Africa [4] carriedout a researchproject on saturationflowrates.
The following comparisons are made:
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2.3.1.1 Data Collection:
Cuddon developed a software program project called SATFLOW. Headway data
for each vehicle crossing the stop line were collected via the SATFLOW. Data
were recorded by pressing a key on the laptop computer keyboard each time the
rear-most axle of a vehicle crossed the stopped line. SATFLOW enabled vehicles
to be classified and signal changes to be identified according to the key that was
pressed [16].
In South Africa headways are measured with a stopwatch and form SF1 is used to
collect data.
Table 2.3: Form SFI used for saturation flow rate in South Africa [4]
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Traffic surveys were carried out in the following lanes in Johannesburg, Pretoria,
Cape Town, Bloemfontein and Durban.
L Through lanes: in urban areas, in CBD's
2. Left turning lanes; exclusive p~tted: in urban areas with no pedestrians, in
CBD's with conflicting pedestrians.
2.3.1.2 Model Form:
Cuddon used SIDRA formulae which estimates saturation flow by adjusting a basic
saturation for factors relating to vehicle composition, lane width, approach grade,
bus and parking conditions (adjustment factors) and tum radius, heavy vehicles
(composition factors). (see section 2.2. L I)
SWh = fJz·········.f.Sb
where
Sv.J.=adjusted saturation flow (vehlh)
Sb= basic saturation flow (tculh)
ti= saturation flow adjustment factors. i=I to 'n.
South African method used Highway Capacity Manual (HeM) formulae:
where
S=saturation flow rate (vphg)
So= ideal saturation flow rate (usually 1800 pcphgpl)
N= number of'lanes
f.= adjustment factor for lane width
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fmr= adjustment factor for heavy vehicles
fg= adjustment factor for approach grade
t;,= adjustment factor for the existence ofparking activity
fbb= adjustment factor for the blocking effect of local buses
t= adjustment factor for area type
fR'Fadjustment factor for right turns
fL1= adjustment factor for left turns in the lane group
The analysis of Pitsiava [1] indicated that the methods of SIDRA and HCM are
different due to the procedure followed by each method. The differences are
significant in two cases, namely the permitted and the permitted+protected left-tum
movements. More specifically, SIDRA estimates higher values for the degree of
saturation in the first case while it estimates lower values for the same parameter
later [1].
2.3.1.3 Model Results:
The new basic saturation flows of Cuddon are higher than those currently
recommended for use in SIDRA. The increase in basic saturation flow is dependent
on environment class; the better environment classes produced the greater
increases'. (see Table 2.4, Figures 2.5 and 2.6)
Table 2.4: Basic saturation flows in SIDRA 4.07 andCuddon's method [16].
Environment General SIDRA's basic Cuddon's basic % Increase
class .conditions saturation flow saturation flow
5 very good 2000 2150 7.5
1 good 1850 1950 5.4
2 average 1700 1775 4.4
3* poor 1580 1625 2.8
4* very poor 1440 1460 1.4
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Figure 2.6 shows a plot of the saturation flows estimated by the current SIDRA
model against the observed values for through lanes. Almost all data points are
below the 45 0 line so SIDRA consistently under-estimates the true saturation
flows.
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Figure 206: Existing SIDRA 4.07 saturation flow model fit (through lanes) [16]
Figure 2.7 shows a similar plot but the estimates were produced by the new
model. The data points are now more evenly spread about the 45 0 line. The
outliners are at the high and the low end of the scale, suggesting that the model is
adequare only for average conditions and may break down for extreme conditions
[16].
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Figure 2.7: New SIDRA saturation flow model fit (through lanes) [16].
Thevalues developed by Cuddonand used in SIDRA 4.1 [17] are:
Basic saturation Bow rate= 1950 vehlh
Average lane width=3.3 In.
Gradient adjustment formula parameters:
Parameter-a=O.O b=O.5
Lane width adjustment formula parameters:
Parameter a=O.83 b=O.052 c=3.3 d=3.3 e=O.83 f=O.052
Starting lost time=2 sec.
Amber effective green time (endgain)=3 sec.
Intergreen time=5 sec.
End departures perlane= 2,5 sec. (left) 2,2 sec. (right)
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In South Africa, saturation flow rate studies had two environmental class:
1. CBD: Central Business District traffic conditions. ( environment class 3)
2. Urban Areas: Traffic conditions on all arterial routes other than those in the
CBD (environment class 1)
Following conclusions are made within the report:[4]
1. - Through lanes, in CUD's
-Ideal saturation flow rate: 1606 vehlh. with a 95% confidence interval of
1589 to 1623 vehlh
-Average lane width: 3.Om
-Starting lost time L: 1.15s
- Left tum, in CUD's with pedestrians involved
Vehicle saturation flow rate s=15l5-(0.39. opposing pedestrians per hour)
A minimum of one vehicle per lane per cycle will most probably always enter
the intersection- passing on amber or red.
The above formula is only applicable to the followmg conditions:
Actual greentime Gr=33s
Actual amber Y= 3s
All red=2s .
Pedestrian crossing width=6 lanes
Pedestrian green phase=lOs [4]
2. - Through lanes, urban areas
- Ideal saturation flow rate= 1928 vehlh with a 95% confidence interval of
1910 to 1945 veh/h
-Average lane width=3.5 m
-Influence ofgrades -13 vehlh per 1% grade.
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, Figure.2.8 is drawn by using the SIDRAformula for grade factor,
/g.=I-aGJIOO
l-hGJIOO
I
for G,<0 (downhill grade)
G,>O (uphill grade)
G, =0 (level grade) (2.21)
/g =saturation flow adjustment factor for road grade, and
G,=road grade as a percentage value [2]
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Figure 2.8: Grade factor for South African conditions
a and b parameters are found with the slope ofthe line in Figure 2. 10. The results
are in Table 2.5.
- -
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Table 2.5 The values for grade factors
Parameter SIDRA 4.1 South African Value
Default value
a 0.5 0.67
b 0.5
~
0.67
-Influence ofwidth= + or -100 veh/hper metre difference from 3.5 m.
The following relationship is found with Figure 2.9 that is drawn by using the
above data. The results are shown in Table 2.6.
I;> 0.81 + 0.051w
fw :: saturation flow adjustment factor for lane width
w=lane width in metres
(2.22)
1.06
, 1.04
-.: 1,02i 1
..
:!!
.,
0.98
•c
~ 0.96
0.94
2 2.5 3 3.5
Lane width, W 1m)
4 4.5 5
Figure 2 9: Lane width factor for South African conditions
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Table 2.6: Values for lane width adjustment formula parameters
Parameter SIDRA 4.1 South African Value
Default value
a 0.83 0.81
b 0.052 0.051
-
c 3.3 3.5
d 3.3 3.5
e 0.83 0.83
f 0.052 0.051
- Heavy vehicles= -30 vehlh for each Io/oOfheavy vehicles in the traffic
-Starting lost time, L is lAs
-Amber effective green time, Yg is 2.5s
-Average number of vehicles crossing the intersection during amber phase are
1.33 vehicles. [4]
2.3.2 Delay
Delay is an excellent tool for evaluating the operation of signalized intersections.
However it is not easily determined. Teply and Evans [18] defined delay as the
difference between the aetua1 travel time and the unimpeded travel time through a
roadway section upstream of a signalized intersection. The basic idea of delay is :
when the vehicular progression through a traffic signal is good, most vehicles will
encounter no delay, on the other hand ifmost platooned vehicles are stopped and
delayed., the coordination of signals is suspect.
Van As [14] defines delay as difference between the theoretical arrival and
departure times and gives some examples to field studies ofdelay:
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a) Point Sample Method: No of stopped vehicles at regular intervals of say 10 or
15 sec.
b): Input-Output Method: Counting the number of vehicles joining a queue
vehicle.
c) Path-Trace Method: A vehicle is followed from the time it enters the approach
section ofa traffic facility it is discharged from the section [14]
Teply [19] examines two approaches for measuring delay: a time-space diagram
and a queuing diagram.
1. Time-space diagram: Figure 2.10 shows trajectories of two vehicles in a
typical time-space used in signal design. The driver of the first vehicle was
forced to stop by the red signal and the second vehicle moved unimpeded
through the stop line during the green signal.
,
.
,
,
...
Figure 2.10: Schematic time-space depicting delay factors at a signalised
intersection approach. [19]
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2. Queuing diagram: Delay measurements are usually based on the principles
of deterministic queuing theory, as shown in Figure 2.11, rather than on assessing
the arrival and discharge times ofindividual vehicles.
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Figure 2.11: Signalized intersection delay interpretation in a deterministic queuing
diagram. [19]
Teplyand Evans [18] improved a survey method basedon a re-creation ora time-
space diagram for a signalized intersection approach lane. The objective of their
research was to develop a practical system for evaluating signal coordination at a
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series of intersections. Their survey consists of recording the following three time
series: (Figure2.l2)
1. The passage of vehicles over pointA;
2. The discharge of vehicles across stop lineB; and
3. Thebeginning andend ofthe greeninterval.
Figure 2.12: A typical layout of the survey system: A, arrival detection point; B,
discharge detection point; C, traffic control signal; D, data acquisition device[18].
Thismainsoftwaresystem performs the following tasks:
• checking and testing
• adjustments to the matching ofarrivals and departures
• calculation ofthe delays of individual vehicles
• sorting and classification ofarrivals and departures.
Brilon and Wu [20] developed 'a numerically-exact solution for average delays at
fixed time traffic signals under non-steady state conditions. According to them,
Akcelik replaces the real profile of traffic volumes over time by a profile with
stepwise constant volumes (Figure2.13, low definition), A similar approximation is
proposed by Kimber and Hollis. Thus these formulae succeed in estimating finite
average delays for traffic Signals with temporarily oversaturated conditions as
well. This result is also achieved by CatIing's equations. (Figure 2.13, high
definition) The most decisive difference between both solutions is that the
estimated delays differ considerably with higherdegrees ofsaturation. (e.g. x>O.8)
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Figure 2.13: Low and high definition approximation to traffic flow profile.[20]
Theyfound that the technique of Marlov-chains together with a numerical solution
is useful tool for exact calculation of queues and delays at traffic lights. Non-
Poisson traffic flow conditions can also be evaluated.
2.3.3. A Four Mode Elemental Model of Fuel Consumption
SIDRA employs a detailed four-mode elemental model of fuel consumption which
treats each cruise, deceleration, idling and acceleration element of the vehicle
manoeuvre separately. The model accounts for vehicle-specific parameters such as
mass, idling fuel rate, energy efficiency, etc, as well as the variables describing
conditions of traffic and the road, i.e. cruise speeds on the approach and exit
sections, stopped time, number of measures and multiple stopsin queue, approach
distances and grades [3]
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TotiU fuel consumption (mL) over a eruise-deceleration-idle-acceleration-cruise
cycle is estimated for the default car by summing the fuel consumed during each
driving mode: [21]
(2.23)
where
lel,lez = the cruise fuel consumption rates for the initial and final cruise speeds,
Vel and Va respectively,
F.' Fd , x. and xd = initial deceleration and final acceleration speeds and
zero grade.
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Figure 2.14: Speed-time trace and estimated instantaneous fuel consumption [21]
Table 2.7 gives vehicle parameters for particular vehicles and the approximate
range ofvehicle parameters for cars on the road in Australia[2 I]
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Table 2.7: Default vehicle parameters [21]
Parameter
I;
c.
Default
Value
0.......
1600
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2.4 Conclusions
This chapter reviewed current knowledge on the SIDRA. The literature survey
revealed that:
1. SIDRA is the most comprehensive signal timing program compared to other
related programs.
2. South Africa is one of the most extensive users of SIDRA with 44
organizations. South African traffic has unique features to the extent that the
standard units ofother countries are not locally applicable with full confidence.
It is necessary to calibrate SIDRA for South African traffic conditions.
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3. SIDRA 4.1 is a major new version incorporating a large number of significant
enhancements to traffic models for all types of intersections.
4. The basic saturation flow in SIDRA 4.1 is 1950 vehlh that is close to 1930
vehlhvalue ofSouth Africa found by BKS Inc. in 1991.
5. Delay is defined in a number of ways and several methods to measure delay is
found in the literature.
6. Signal timing parameters were already defined in South African Road Traffic
SignsManual.
7. Fuel consumption analysis method for intersections used in SIDRA, namely,
four mode elemental model is presented for the future research in South Africa.
At this time, only a limited amount ofdata is available in this country.
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3. Sensitivity Analysis of the Model Parameters
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter special consideration is given to the sensitivity analysis to determine
the relative importance of different parameters. The following procedure is used
for that analysis: if the parameter values change the results obtained when applying
the model will change too, while the other influencing factors remain unchanged.
Together with a change of parameters the quality of coherence will, as a rule,
change as well. The sensitivity of model to parameter changes which are
indispensable for prognoses is clarified by means of'a sensitivity analysis. If the
results of model calculation change slightly or not at all, it may be assumed that
the sensitivity is low, which would bedesirable.[22]
In this study it is focused on three important subjects of SIDRA; saturation flaw
adjustment factors, delay and opposedturns. First ,the method of SIDRA in ARR
180 [2] is explained, values for parameters are determined, then the graphs are
prepared to indicate the percent change of model with the percent change of
parameter.
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3.2 Sensitivity of Saturation Flow Adjustment Factors
Three saturation flow adjustment factors of SIDRA are studied; grade effects, lane
width effects and tum radius adjustmentfactors.
3.2.1 Grade effects: U g )
The basic saturation flow, Sb is adjusted for the effect of approach road grade
using the grade factor, fg. The grade factor in SIDRA is calculated according to
the foUowing two-piece linear model [2].
fg.= l-aG,/100 for G, <0 (downhill grade)
=1-bG /100 for G,>O (uphill grade)r
=1 for G, =0 (level grade) (3.1)
fg =saturation flow adjustment factor for road grade, and
G, =road grade as a percentage value [2]
Table 3.1: Values of sensitivity analysis for grade effects.
. Default values
Parameters (SIDRA 4.1) Values for sensitivity analysis
a 0.5 0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,................... 1
b 0.5 0,0.1,0.2,0.3.0.4....................1
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Figure 3.1: Sensitivity analysis ofdownhill gradeeffect
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Figure 3.2: Sensitivity analysis ofuphill grade effect
It canbe seenfrom Figure3.1 and 3.2 that f. value is not sensitive to the change
ofa and b parameters. The maximum change is"2"1o that is very small.
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3.2.2 Lane width effects:
The basic saturation flow, Sb. is adjusted for the effect oflane width using the lane
width factor, j",. SIDRA uses three-piece linear model to calculate the saturation
flow adjustment factor, j"" for lane width effects: [2]
=e+ .fw
for w<c~
for w2d
=(a+bc)+[(e+jd)-(a+bc)](w-c)/(d-c) for c s w-c d (3.2)
f ; = saturation flow adjustment factor for lane width
w = lane width in metres
Table 3.2: The values for sensitivity analysis oflane width effects
Default values
Parameters (SIDRA 4.07) Values for sensitivity analysis
a .. 0.55 0.6,0.5
b 0.14 0.10936,0
c 3 3.3,3.5, 3.66
d ~.7 3,3.3,3.66
e 0.83 0.6,1
f 0.05 0.10936,0
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Figure 3.4: Sensitivity analysis for lane width effect, b
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Figures 3.3 through to 3.8 demonstrate that, all the parameters, a, b , c, d, e and f
are sensitive but c is the most sensitive one tochange of fw.value.
3. 1.3. Tum radius adjustment fador: (er.v)
The following model is used to calculate the through car equivalent as a function of
tum radius for light vehicles [2].
b
eLV =a+-
r C
eLV =through car equivalent for turning Light Vehicles
r =turn radius in metres
Table 3.3: The values for sensitivity analysis of tum radius effects
(3.3)
Default values
Parameters (SIDRA 4.07) Values for sensitivity analysis
a LO 0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8................... 1.5
b 150.0 75,90,105,120.................. 225
c 3.0 1.5,1.8,2.1,2.4...................4.5
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As shown in Figure 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11, eLY value is sensitive to parameter a, b and
c. Sensitivity of tum radius adjustment factor increases as tum radius value
decreases .
3.2.3 Sensitivity of Delay Parameten
SIDRA uses a general approach to express delay in terms of an average overflow
queue and .employs this approach consistently for predicting other primary
performance measures namely the queue length and stop rate. Using the average
overflow queue, N~, the average delay per vehicle, d , is expressed as sum of
uniform delay, d•. and overflow delay, d., terms: [2]
d=d+d
• •
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The overflow delay is given by
3600Nodo = Q =9001[x"[(x-l)+ (3.5)
for x > x, (zero otherwise)
Q= capacity in vehicles per hour
TF flow period in hours
x = degree ofsaturation
x.,= the degree ofsaturation below which the overflow queue is zero
xo =a+bsg
sg= capacity per cycle in vehicles
(3.6)
The sensitivity analysis of overflow delay on n, m ,a and b parameters has been
done on different values for capacity(Q), flow period(TI) degree of saturation (X)
and capacity per cycle (sg).
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overflow delay and n parameter
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Sensitivity of overflow delay to parameter m
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Sensitivity of overflow delay parameter b
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Sensitivity analysis ofdelay parameters indicated the following results:
• Overflow delay is sensitive to parameter n while capaciy=300, Flow period+ I
. hour and capacity per cycle = 5 and 10.
• Different values of capacity, flow period, degree of saturation, capacity per
cycle have the same effect on overflow delay. In every case overflow delay is
sensitive to change ofparameter m.
• Overflow delay is sensitive to parameter a for aU capacity, flow period, degree
of saturation, capacity per cycle values.
• As shown in Figure 3.14 different capacity and flow period values have no
affect on overflow delay, but during the degree of saturation 0.70 and 0.90,
capacity per cycle 5 and 20, overflow delay is sensitive to parameter b.
3.2.4 Sensitivity of Opposed Turns
SIDRA uses a direct method for opposed tum saturation flow. This method
employs a gap acceptance based on opposed tum model which uses the parameters
of critical gap , follow-up headway, minimum headway in opposing traffic lanes
and number ofdepartures after green time [2].
3600,t1k-.t(a-&)
Sa= 1 -J.IJ
-e
Sa= filter tum saturation flow rate (vehlh)
a, p =critical gap and follow up headway (5)
d = intra-bunch minimum headway in an opposing traffic lane (5)
,t, 0 = parameters
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Table 3.4: The values for sensitivity analysis ofopposed turns
Parameters Default Values Values for sensitivity analysis
(SIDRA 4.07)
Critical gap 4.5 4,4.5, 5,5.5,6,................ 8
Follow up headway 2.6 1, 1.6,2,2.6, 3................. .4
-
Lambda 100,200,300................ 1800
Intra-bunch headway 3600/1800 3600/1900,3600/2000
% change of critical gap values
:-+- o/oeh of Su I
Figure 3.16: Sensitivity analysis ofopposed turns for critical gap values
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Figure 3.17: Sensitivity analysis ofopposed turns for follow-up headway
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Figure 3.18: Sensitivity analysis ofopposed turns for lambda values
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Figure 3.19: Sensitivity analysis ofopposed turns for intra-bunch headways
Filter tum saturation flow rate is sensitive to change ofcritical gap. but not on the
follow-up headway.
3.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, sensitivity of different parameters are analyzed.. The functions
developed for different conditions indicated that a small change on the parameter
can affect the SIDRA formulations in a considerable amount for the following
parameters: .
-
- a, b , c , d , e , f parameters for lane width effects
- a , b , c parameters for tum radius effects
- Delay parameters (n, m, a, b)
- Opposed turn parameters (critical gap, lambda, intra-bunch values)
It is necessary to find the values of sensitive parameters in the future calibration
processes ofSIDRA.
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4. Surveys
4.1 Introduction
The surveys were conducted in the following major signalised intersections in
Johannesburg and Durban. The geometries and photographs of intersections are
provided in Figure 4.1 to 4.5. Used field sheets and survey results are provided in
Appendix A and B, respectively.
In Johannesburg
In Durban
Kingsway - Universiteit Street intersection
Jan Smuts - Empire Street intersection
De Korte - BerthaStreet intersection
Jorissen - BerthaStreet intersection
Perth - Akademia Street intersection
West - Brickhill Street intersection
The following subjectsare studied in the field:
L Critical gapand follow-up headway
2. End departures per lane
3. Queuespace
4. Effectofdownstream short lanelengthon laneutilisation
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Figure 4.1: The geometry ofJan Smuts- Empire Street intersection
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Figure 4.2: The geometry ofKingsway - Universiteit Street intersection
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Figure 4.3: The geometry of De Korte - BerthaStreetintersection
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Figure 4.4: Photograph of Jan Smuts - Empire Street intersection
Fagare 4.5: PhotographofKingsway • Universiteit Street intersection
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4.2 Gap Acceptance Models
4.2.1 Survey Method for Gap Acceptance Models
Gap acceptance data were collected by the LOGGER software [23]. Data were
recorded by pressing a key on a lap top computer each time for through, right tum
arrivals and departures. Data were collected for a total of 1476 vehicles at
Kingsway-Universiteit intersection iii. Johannesburg. The resulting gap acceptance
is summarised in Table 4.1. (see Appendix A, section AI)
Table 4.1: Results .of gap acceptance measurements in Kingsway - Universiteit
intersection.
Size ofgap Number Number Total number of Percentage
(sec.) accepted rejected gaps accepted
0-1 0 0 0 0
1-2 0 0 0 0
2-3 0 0 0 0
3-4 0 2 2 0
4-5 4 11 15 25
5-6 3 6 9 33
6-7 0 1 I 0
7-8 4 1 5 80
8-9 1 2 3 33
9 - 10 1 1 2 SO
7S
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4.1.2 Calibration ofGap Acceptance Models:
Van As [14] explained two methods for lag acceptance models which are
implemented for this study. First one defines a quantitycalled "critical gap" as that
size of gap for which the number of rejected gaps greater than the critical gap is
the same as the number of accepted gaps shorter than the critical gap, and is
obtained graphically shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Accepted and rejected gaps on Kingsway - Universiteit Street
intersection
Probit Analysis is better to be employed to determine gap acceptance panimeters.
This method is a standard statistical technique for fitting weighted line regression
lines to statistical data. Proportions or percentages of gap acceptances are
transformed to corresponding probits using standard statistical tables. These
probits are then plotted against the size ofthe gaps and a straight line fitted
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through the data points. The result of survey with probit analysis is shown in
Figure 4.7
z= Ln(H)-1I
a
(4.1)
with Z the probit , H the gap size ,- II is the mean of the log normal distribution
and a the standard deviation. The natural mean and standard deviation are related
to mean and standard deviation ofthe log normal distribution.
'I'Mean = eJ'+<r -
Variance = Mean2 . ( e<r' -1)
(4.2)
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Figure 4.7: Probit analysis of gap acceptance for Kingsway - Universiteit Street
intersection
Critical gap is about 5 in the first method and 6.115 in the second, probit analysis
method. According to Van As, probit analysis is better to determine gap cceptance
parameters. So, the value of6.1 can beaccepted for South Afiican conditions .
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Follow-up headway is found by using the Figure 4.8. The number of vehicles
accepting gap for 1, 2, 3 and 4 vehicles, is drawn with the accepted gap length.
The slope of regression line gives the follow-up headway. as 2.134 sec. for that
intersection. The results for gap acceptance parameters are shown in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.8 Follow-up headway on Kingsway - Universiteit Street intersection
Table 4.2: Comparison ofgap acceptance parameters for SIDRA 4.1 and South
Africa
Parameter Default Value South Africa
SIDRA 4.1
Critical gap (sec.) 4.5 6.1
Follow-up headway(sec.) 2.6 2.1
This gap acceptance model survey is done on only one intersection. Different
values may be found at other intersections with different number of lanes, speeds.
etc.
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4.2.3 Sneakers (End Departures Pr Lane) (nr)
Sneakers are defined as the number ofvehicles per lane which can depart at the end
ofeach opposed green period [15].
The surveys for sneakers were done on 3 different intersections:
Jan Smuts - Empire Street intersection. Johannesburg in 8-3-1995 and 17-5-1995
Bertha.- Jorissen Street intersection. Johannesburg, in 9-6-1995
West - Point Street intersection, Durban in 13-8-1995
The results are summarised in Table 4.3. The average of values in Appendix B,
Table B.l is used for end departures per lane parameter.
Table 4.3: Comparison of end departures per lane for SIDRA 4.1 and South
Africa
Default Value
Parameter SIDRA 4.1 South Africa
End Departures
Per Lane (sec.) 2.2 2.5
•
4.3 Queue Space
Queue space is important in SIDRA capacity and performance calculations. An
average queue space per vehicle is calculated for each lane depending on light and
heavy vehicle flow mix in the particular lane. This is used in queue length
calculations and short lane capacity estimation.. [15]
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Queue spaces are measured from front to front of successive vehicles, thus
including the length of the leading vehicle as shown in Figure 4.9. The measuring
wheel is used for that survey.
LJHV
Figure 4. 9: The survey method ofqueue space.
Observations on queue spaces of light vehicles are conducted in the following
intersections in April 25, May 17 and June I in 1995: in Johannesburg.
Kingsway - Universiteit Street intersection
Jan Smuts - Empire Street intersection
Bertha - De Korte Street intersection
Observations on heavy vehicles were conducted at 2 intersections in May 17 and
June 1 in 1995 in Johannesburg.
Jan Smuts-Empire Street intersection
Bertha-De Korte Street intersection
The survey findings ofqueue spaces for both light and heavy vehicles are shown in
Tables B.2 _and B.3, respectively in Appendix B. The average ofqueue space value
for bothlight and heavy vehicles is presented in Table 4:4.
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Table 4.4: Comparison ofqueue space for SIDRA 4.1 and South Africa
Default Value
Queue space (em) SIDRA 4.1 South Africa
Light Vehicles 600 635
Heavy Vehicles 1200 1150
4.4 Downstream short lane length
Downstream short lane length is used to predict the effect of loss of a lane at the
downstream side of a signalised intersection approach due to physical loss of a
lane., parking or bus lane [15].
Downstream short lane length is measured from the stop line to an approximate
point of merging into a single lane. Surveys on Kingsway - Universiteit and Perth -
Akadernia Street intersections indicated the following values for downstream short
lane lengths:
Kingsway Street, North direction, D, =187m
Universiteit Street, West direction, D,=129m
Universiteit Street, East direction, Ds=148m
Perth Street., North direction, D.= 100m
Table A.4 is used to calculate the downstream short lane utilisation. Figure 4.10 is
drawn with downstream short lane lengths and lane utilisations. The results of
parameters are shown in Table 4.2.
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.Figure 4.10 The lane utilisation model of SIDRA used for the effects of
downstream short lanes in KingswaylUniversiteit Street intersection and
Perth!Akadernia intersection
Table 4.5 Comparison of downstream short lane parameters for SIDRA 4.1 and
South Africa
Parameter Default Value South Africa
SIDRA 4.1
LUR.. 10"/0 0"/0
D... 10m 10m
D,r 220m 220m
n 1 1
The method used in SIDRA calculates the lane utilisation ratio (LUR) from the
following relationship: [2]
LUR == LUR,. +(D. -D... )"(100-LUR,.)D,,-D_ (4.3)
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where
LURm=minimum downstream utilisation ratio
D.=downstrearn short lane length
D...=minimum downstream short lanelength
DsF<!ownstream short lane length for full lane utilisation (LUR=IOO per cent)
n= a model calibration parameter (for non-linear relationships)
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5. Detennination of South African Model Parameters
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, SIDRA default values are determined for South African conditions.
The existing data is collected from Research Report RR88/208 [4] Saturation flow
rates at signalized intersections in South Africa" prepared by Department of
Transport and the South African Road Traffic Signs Manual [II]. Fuel
consumption data was collected from Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs
[24], [25]. Also, the results of sensitivity analysis, and surveys , are used for
determination ofthe default values.
Appendix C presents the default values of SIDRA 4.1, 4.07, HCM and South
Africa.
5.2 Signals
The SIDRA 4.07 Default File is taken as a base for this study. The following are
default values determined for South Africa.
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I. Maximum Cycle Time=120 sec.
According to South African Road Traffic Signs Manual (SARTSM), under no
circumstances should the cycle length be more than 120 seconds and a cycle
time ofless than 40 seconds would not be practicable [11]
2. Peak Flow Period=30 min.
The reason to choose peak flow period as 30 min. is the following:
• If a 15 minute flow period is used, calculated delays will be low, as queues
building up during the 15 minutes will probably have an effect on at least the
next 15 minutes, which is not modeled.
• Ifa 60 minute flow period is used, it is assumed that the peak 15 minute flow
persists over the whole hour, which, due to peaking, is probably not the case.
This will result in calculated delays which are too high.
• A 30 minute analysisperiod seems to be a reasonable choice, as it lies between
the 15 minute and 60 minute flows periods described above. This is also the
flow period which is recommended in the new release of SIDRA, version 4.1,
for use with 15 minute peak flow rates [9].
3. Percent of heavy vehicles: 2 ,-.
HeM default is accepted by traffic engineers in South Africa.
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4. Lane Width=350 cm
According to SARTSM, in South Africa, a lane should be at least 2.75 m wide
and the nonnal width will be 3.5m. [11]
5. Basic saturation flow= 1930 veh/h
The Research Report RR 88/208 [4] "Saturation Flow Rates at Signalised
Intersections in South Africa" advised ideal saturation flow rate as; (see section
2.3.1)
-1928 vehlh with 95% confidence interval of 1910 to 1945 in through lanes, urban
areas.
-1606vehlh with a 95o/oeonfidence interval of 1589 to 1623 vehlh.
5. Critical Gap= 6.1 see., FoUow-up Headway=2.1 sec.
Survey results indicated that critical gap is 6.1 sec., follow-up headway is 2.1sec.
(see section 4.1.2)
6. End Departures Per Lane: 2.5 sec.
The result Qf surveys for end departure per lane is 2.5 sec as explained in section
4.2.
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7. Intergreen time=5 sec.
According to SARTSM ; tbe yellow interval should not be less tban 3 seconds.
It is customary in Soutb Africa to provide an all-red interval of not less than
2 seconds.[II]
8. Start Loss = 2 sec.
Start loss is the time between the start ofdisplayed green and the start of effective
green periods. Research Report RR 88/208 [4] recommended the starting lost time
as 1.4 seconds. In SIDRA start loss can only be an integer, so it is taken as 2 sec.
for South African conditions.
9. End Gain=3 sec.
End gain is the time between the end of displayed green and the end of effective
green periods. RR 88/208 [4] recommended 2.5 seconds for end gain. Like start
loss, end gain must be integer in SIDRA, so it is taken as 3 sec.
Equation 5.1 is used for Figure 5.2 which plots the effect of the end gain-start loss
versus capacity for SIDRA 4.1 and South Africa, For SIDRA 4.1 with basic
saturation flow of 1950 difference between end gain and lost time is I (3-2=1) and
the capacity is 1010 veh/h. According to RR 88/208 [4] in South Africa, this
difference is 1.1 (2.5-1.4=1.1) and capacity is 1000 veh/h. This implies that the
capacities are not too much different for SIDRA 4.1 and South Africa, and
. therefore end gain can be taken as 3 sec, while start loss can be taken as 2 sec for
South Afiican conditions.
Capacity =S x G/ C
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where
S=Saturation flow rate
G=Effectiye green time
=G -L+Yr g
G, =Green phase time
Yg =Amber affective green time
C =Cycle time
0.5 1.5
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of Australian and South African end gain-start loss values .
10. Minimum displayed green: 7 sec.
According to SARTSM, the minimum safety green interval for a vehicular
main phase should normally be not less than 7 seconds.[II]
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11. Queue space = 635 em for light vehicles
= 1150 em for heavy vehicles
The further study on this subjects is necessary but the results of surveys as
explained in Chapter 4.4 indicated that queue space for light vehicles is 635 em and
1150 emfor heavy vehicles.
5.3 Model Parameten
12. Heavy Vehicle Excess Headways:
The through equivalents for heavy vehicles. env. are determined through the
relation: [2]
(5.2)
where
et.v=thrOUgh car equivalent for Light Vehicles (tcu/veh)
e.JIy=eXcess headway equivalent per HV (tculveh)
In this case, the excess headway equivalent. txHv. is the ratio of excess headway
per HV, hxHv. (seclveh) to the basic saturation headway. ht,=3600/St, (seconds/tcu).
Thus. the excess headway. per HY (above a light vehicle headway) is
hdfY = 3600exHY I s, (5.3)
For South Africa excess headways of SIDRA 4.1 are acceptable because basic
saturation flow. 1930 vehlh is close to 1950 vehllt of SIDRA 4.1. However. it
might be useful to confirmthese parameters with surveys.
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Table 5.1: Excess headway equivalents for Heavy Vehicles, llxHv
Tum Type Excess headway for Excess headway for
Sb=195Oveh/h Sb=193Ovehlh
(SIDRA 4.1) (South Afiica)
Through 0.65 0.65
Left normal 0.75 0.75
restricted 1.0 1.0
Right normal 0.75 0.75
restricted 1.0 1.0
13. Lane Width Adjustment Formula Parameters
Parameter a=O.81, b=O.051, c=3.5, d=3.5, e=O.81,£=0.051
In Figure 5.2 there is a comparison between lane width factor, f.. and lane width for
SIDRA 4.1, 4.07, HeM and South Afiica. It seems that South Afiican values are
closer to SIDRA 4.1 values.
LANE WIDTH FACTOR
4.5
.........SIDRA4.1
I__SIDRA 4.07
.........South Atica
__HCM .
43 3.5
laneWidtb
2.5
.! 1.1
.: 1.05
o
1> 1
•U.
.I:: 0.95
.;
;e 0.9
! 0.85
~ 0.8 J....__----!-_--,--_;...-__+-__-+-__-l
2
Figure 5.2: Comparison of lane width adjustment formula parameters
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The lane width adjustment formula parameters for South Africa are calculated in
section 2.3.1.3 by usingthe results ofRR 88/208 whichgave the following:
a=O.81, b=O.051 , c=3.5, d=3.5, e=O.81 , FO.051
14. Gradient Adjustment Formula Parameters: a=O.67, b=O.67
In section 2.3.1.3 gradient adjustment formula parameters are determined by using
the results ofRR 88/208.
In Figure 5.3, valuesfor approach grade and approach grade factor are compared
for SIDRA4.1, 4.07, HCMand South Africa. South Africa showsa different trend
from others. But as studied in Chapter 3, sensitivity analysis for grade factor had
shown that saturation flow is not sensitive to change ofa and b parameters.
APPROACH GRADE FACTOR
4 62
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1.1 J.
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Figure S.J: Comparison ofgradient adjustment factors
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15. Tum Radius Adjustment Parameters: a=I.05, b=150.0, c=3.0
Non-opposed right turning vehicles reduce intersection capacity because typically
a short tum radius requires slowing down, Webster and Cobee recommended
passengercar unit as 1.25, HCM recommends 1.05 for single right tum lanes and
a valueof 1.09 for double right turn lanes [14].
For South Africa, SIDRA, 4.1 tum radius adjustment parameters are accepted but
further study is recommended.
16. Pedestrian Movement Parameters
According to SARTSM, the following values are recommended for South Africa.
(see section' 2.3.3.6)[11].
Walk time, tw=6 sec.
Clearance time overlap ,to=2 sec.
Clearance time gain, tg=3 sec.
Minimum clearancetime, tcm=5 sec.
Clearance (walking) speed, vc= 1.2 mfsec2
17. Downstream short lane length
Survey results indicated that: (see section 4.4)
LUR,.=O per cent
D...=lOm
D,r=220m
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18. Fuel
The parameters for fuel consumption analysis are calculated by using the methods
in SIDRA Quick Reference [5] and Guide to Fuel Consumption Analysis for Urban
Traffic Management [ZI]. The fuel data were provided from Department of
MineraI and Energy Affairs [Z4], [Z5]..
-Engine Capacity= 2.1 L (lightvehicles)
=9.6L (heavyvehicles)
t;-792E-69.5E1
where, f:i=idle fuel rate
E=engine capacity
£;=79Z*Z. 1-69.5*Z.12=1356
-Vebicle Mass:
M=466+453E-46.7E2
M=lZllkg (Light Vehicles)
M= 9118kg (Heavyvehicles)
-Parameter A:
A=Betal*Ml3.6=900*104*lZlll3.6=30
-Parameter B:
B=O.0509*Betal*MllOOO=O.0509*900*104*lZllll000=550*10·'
-Parameter c,:
cl=All000=30/1000=0.03
-Parameter C:z:
cz=B*IZ.96/1000=550*10·'*IZ.96/1000= 101.Z8*10-6
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-Parameter ~:
The default values for emissions could not be determined due to the lack of data in
South Africa. Therefore, SIDRA default values are proposed for South African
traffic conditions.
The figures 5.4,5.5 and 5.6 are drawn by using the survey results ofPretoria CBD
intersections conducted by Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs [25]. These
figures show that fuel consumption per stop starts to decrease when the section
length is 200m for peak and off peak hours when there is no stop. Fuel
consumption per section length is minimum while the speed is between 40kmlh and
60kmIh
Fuel consumption and section length relationship per
stop
for peak hours
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Figure 5.4: Fuel consumption and section length relationship per
stop for peak hours
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Fuel consumption and section length relationship per
stop for off peak hours
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Figure 5.5: Fuel consumption and section length relationship per
stop for offpeak hours
Fuel consumption and speed relationship with no stop
for peak and off1Jl!ak hours
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Figure 5.6: Fuel consumption and speed relationship with no stop for
peak and offpeak hours
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6. Validation of the Model
6.1 Introduction:
SIDRA is validated by comparing the results of the calibrated model with the
fimctioning ofa real South African intersection.
The intersection of Lynnwood Road, Brooklyn Road and Duxbury Road extension
in Pretoria is analysed. Figure 6.1 shows the geometry of intersection. These
intersection data were collected by BKS Inc. in 1994. These data are composed of
6 different parts: Lane layout, phasing diagrams, queue lengths, volumes, delays
and saturation flow rates [26].
Saturation flow, delay and queue lengths are calculated by using the formulas for
the field. SIDRA is run with measured and estimated saturation flows. Measured
saturation flows are found in the field and estimated saturation flow is 1930 veh/h
for South Africa, '.
SIDRA is run with 2 (A. B)and 3 (A. F and B) phases for measured and estimated
saturation flows. The right tum stage on Lynnwood Road is vehicle actuated, as is
indicated by the detector loops in Figure 6.1. These loops allow the signal to
fimction as a 3 phase signal when there is demand for right turns and as a 2 phase
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signal when there is no demand. During the survey period period the signal
functioned as both a 2 phase and a 3 phase device. For this reason the signal was
also analysed under 2 and 3 phase operation.
The outputs of SIDRAfor delay and queue length are compared to real values in
the field for the validation ofthe model.
.-Figure 6.1: Geometry of Lynnwood Road Brooklyn Road (Duxbury Road
extension) intersection in Pretoria.
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6.2 Saturation Flow:
Saturation flow in the field is calculated by the method described in ARR 123 (7]
which is based on measuring the saturation flow in vehicle units without
considering the composition of traffic and can be implemented using a form as.
shown in Table 6.1
Table 6.1: An example to saturation flow measurement in the field
CYCLE DEPARTURES FROM QUEUE SATURATION GREEN
TIME (vehs) TIME(s) TIME (s)
First Middle Last
Interval Interval Interval
1 2 3 4 5
I 3 12 1 35 35
2 4
-
0 20 20
3 ~ 4 - 14 29
4 5 15
-
10 14
5 4
- -
34 12
TOTAL X.=16 X:z=31 X)=I )4=113 X,=IIO
SAMPLES n\=4 n:z=3 n)=2 14=5 n,=5
The saturation flow in vehicles per second is given by:
•s
. X. -IOn.
The saturation flow in vehicles per hour is s = 3600s'
In Table 6.1 s' =31/(113-10·5)=0.49 vehls s= 1764 vehlh
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Table 6.2: Measured saturation flow rates for Duxbury Road-Lynnwood Road
Intersection
North South East West
Approach Approach Approach Approach
Right
Throught 1592 vehlh 2133 veh/h 2388 vehlh 1883 vehlh
Left 1798 vehlh 1457 veh/h
6.3 Delay
The comparison is done for calculated delay in the field, delay determined by
SIDRA with measured saturation flows and delay determined by SIDRA with
estimated saturation flows. Stopped delay without geometric delay of SIDRA
method is used for validation.
The method of HeM is used for intersection delay in the field which is based on
the direct observation of "stopped-vehicle counts" at the intersection. Table 6.3
shows the field sheet used for the recording of observations and the computation
of average stopped-time delay [27].
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Table 6.3 An example to intersection delay calculation in the field.
Time Lane Total number ofstopped vehicles Total volume
(T IR/L) (cumulative)
Through +Osee +15 see +30 see +45 see stopped not
stormed
16.30 ThrouW1 2 4 2 1 5 2
16.31 Through 3 5 0 2 7 4
16.32 Through 6 r 5 0 12 5
16.33 Through 4 5 3 2 17 6
16.34 Through 2 2 4 3 21 8
16.35 Through 4 4 6 4 27 10
16.36 Through 5 2 1 2 38 10
TOTAL 26 25 21 14 38 10
Delay =(LV. x I) IV
where
LV. = sum ofstopped-vehicle counts
V = total volume observed during study period
I=interval between stopped-vehicle counts, in see.
(6.2)
Delay ='(26+25+21 + 14) x lSI (38+ 10);: 27 sec.
In Table 6.4 delay values in the field, stopped delay values with real (measured)
saturation flows and estimated saturation flows for 2 (A,B) and 3 (A, B, C) are
compared.
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Table 6.4 The comparison ofdelay values in the field and in SIDRA.
Delay in the Stopped delay with Stopped delay with
(sec.) field measured saturation estimated saturation
flow in SIDRA flow (1930' in SIDRA
2 Phases 3 Phases 2 Phases 3 Phases
NorthADoroach
Right 16.8 15.3 16.1 17.5 18.3
Throulrll 14.9 41.3 69.4 52 88.9
Left 25 14.1 14.2 14.5 14.6
SouthADoroach
Ri--;Iht 13.8 54.3 57.7 25.6 26.3
Throuzh 14.2 10 10.6 11.4 12.1
Left 10.9 13.3 14 14.8 8.6
East~roach
Right 78.1 95.9 121.6 87.5 118.6
ThroWh 32.3 5.2 13.8 4 11.6
Left 10.1 2.5 lOT 1.9 8.8
WestAIloroach
Ri--;Iht 26 25.8 11.1 24.8 10.1
Throuzh 9.1 6.4 5.7 5 4.4
Left 13 4.4 3.8 3.2 2.7
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of delay outputs for validation of SIDRA (North
approach)
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Validation of Delay
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Validation of Delay
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of delay outputs for validation of SIDRA (West
approach)
As seen from the figures, the comparison of measured delay in the field, stopped
delay with measured saturation flow in SIDRA 4.1 and stopped delay with
estimated saturation flow in SIDRA 4.1 , generally, gave the same results except
for right turns in south, east and west and through movement in north,
6.4 Queue Lengtb
Queue length in the field is taken as the average ofthe amount ofvehicles per cycle
for through, right and left directions for each approach in peak hour. An example
to method is shown in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: An example to calculation ofqueue length in the field.
Cvcle Number The amount ofvehicles per lane Time
Throu.sd1 Right Left 16.30
1 2 8 3 16.31
2 4 4 2 16.32
3 3 6 5 16.33
4 5 5 1 16.34
Total 14 23 11
Average queue length 14/4=3.5 23/4=5.75 11/4=2.75
Maximum queue length 5 8 5
SIDRA is run with measured and estimated saturation flows for 2 and 3 phases.
Average queue length in back of queue is taken in configuration menu of SIDRA.
The results are shown in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6: The results ofqueue lengths in the field and SIDRA.
Queue Queue length with Queue length with
length in measured saturation estimated saturation
the field flow in SIDRA flow (1930' in SIDRA
2 Phases 3 Phases 2 Phases 3 Phases
North Approach
Rizht 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
ThroulZh 2.5 19 24.4 20.6 27.5
Left 1.5 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6
South Annroach
Rlimt 0.4 2.3 2.4 1.4 1.4
ThroulZh 3.8 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.9
Left 8 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.1
East AoDroach
RiIZht 10.9 8.5 9.7 8.2 9.7
ThroulZh 6.9 9.8 12.6 7.8 10.2
Left 1.3 4.7 8.4 6.6 10.1
West Annroach
RiIZht 9.17 3.2 1.8 3.2 1.7
Throuilh 8.9 10.3 10.1 9.7 9.4
Left 10.1 10 9.6 9.1 8.8
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Validation of Queue Length
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SIDRA queue lengths are higher than measured queue lengths for north approach;
through and left movements and east approach; left movement. SIDRA queue
lengths are lower for south approach; left movement; west approach for right
movement.
Although there has been some small differences between real and SIDRA delays
and queue lengths, calibrated SIDRA is valid.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Summary and Conc:Iusions:
In this study, the model parameters in SIDRA are defined. The procedure for
calibration is established. The sensitivity of model parameters are analysed. .
Existing related traffic data in South Africa are collected. Surveys are conducted
for necessary parameters in Johannesburg and Durban. South African model
parameters are determined and a recommended default values file is prepared for
SIDRA users. The model is validated by comparing the results of the calibrated
model with a real intersection in Pretoria.
The literature survey revealed that, SIDRA is the most comprehensive signal
timing program and South Africa is one of the most extensive users of it. South
African traffic has unique features to the extent that the standard units of other
countries are not locally applicable with full confidence. So there is a necessity for
cahbration ofprogram for this country,
The sensitivity ofSIDRA to parameter changes is clarified by means ofa sensitivity
analysis in Chapter 3. It indicated that sensitivity of saturation flow adjustment
factors, delay parameters, opposed turns are high. It is vital to recalibrate sensitive
parameters in the future researches.
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In Chapter 4, survey results of critical gap, end departures, queue spaces and
downstream short lane are presented. Model parameters are determined in Chapter
5 by collecting existing data and survey results. Chapter 6 indicated the validity of
the calibrated model. The summary of findings is listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: SIDRA default values forSouth Africa and version 4.1.
Parameter Value for Soutb Africa SIDRAU
Description Default Value
Maximum cycle time 120 sec. 120 sec.
Lanewidtb 350cm. 330cm
Basic saturation flo... 1930 vehlh 1950 vehlh
Average vebicle speed 60kmIh 60kmIh
Critical gap (right 61cm (intersection specific) 45cm
turns)
FoIIo...-up bead...ay 21cm (intersection specific) 26=
(right turns)
End Departures per 2.5 sec. 2.2 sec.
lane
Start loss 2 sec. 2 sec
End gain 3 sec. 3 sec.
.
Minimum .displayed 19:1:. 69:1:.
green
Queue Space (light) 635cm 600cm
(heavy) 1150cm 1200cm
Intergrem time 5 9:1:.. 5 9:1:..
Downstream short
lane
lengtb
LUR. 0 10
D_ 10m 10m
Do< 220m 200m
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Fuel Consumption
Mass (light veh) 1211 kg 1200 kg
(heavy veh) 9118 kg 8000 kg
Idling rate 1356 1500
A 30 30
B*lo' 550 550
Peak flow period 30 min 30 min
Per cent of heavy veh 2% 0"10
Lane Width adjust- a=O.81 a=O.83
-
mentfaeton b=O.051 b=O.052
c=3.5 c=3.3
d=3.5 - d=3.3
e=O.81 e=O.83
.
£=0.051 £=0.052
Gradient adjustment a=O.67 a=O.5
facton b=O.67 b=O.5
Tum radius adjust- a-LOS a-LOS
ment parameten b=150.0 b=150.0
c=3.0 c=3.0
Heavy vehicle excess
headways
Through 0.65 0.65.
Left normal 0.75 0.75
restrieted 1.0 1.0
Right normal 0.75 0.75
restrieted 1.0 1.0
Pedestrian movement
parameten
Walk time 6 sec 6sec -
CJearance
.
time
overlap 2 sec 2 sec
CJearance time gain 3 sec 3 sec
Minimum clearance 5 sec 5 sec
time
Walking speed 1.2 m1sec 1.2 m1sec
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7.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are done for the future work in this area:
• In South Africa, the basic saturation flow value, 1930 veh/h, was calculated by
using the method ofHCM by BKS Inc. in 1994. The new version of SIDRA,
4.1, used Cuddon's method, as explained in section 2.3.1, and found 1950
veh/h. Although the value of 1930 veh/h seems to be appropriate for South
African conditions, the new method of SIDRA is recommended for the future
research works.. _
• It is necessary to determine the values for the sensitive parameters which was
discussed in Chapter 3.
• Critical gap and follow-up surveys are done on one specific intersection.
Different values might be expected for other locations with different number of
lanes, speed, etc.
• Most of the end departure per lane surveys are done on the busiest intersection
of the country. So it gave higher value (2.5sec.) than SIDRA (2.2 sec.).
Different intersection layouts can give smaller values.
• More surveys are necessary for queue spaces. A computer program can give
more aceuratevalue compared to measuring wheel.
• It is necessary to do surveys on heavy vehicles excess headways and turn radius
adjustment factors.
• A limited amount of data is available for both fuel consumption and emissions
in South Africa, further study is recommended for South Africa.
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APPENDIX A
A. USED FIELD SHEETS
A.I Gap Acceptance
Gap acceptance data were collected by the LOGGER software.[23]. Data were
recorded by pressing a key on a lap top computer each time for through, right turn
arrivals and departures. The program needs the following data:
Survey Description:
Survey Location:
Survey Date:
Survey Time:
Surveyer:
Comment:
Event "Description"
I "through"
2 "turn depart"
3 "turn arrive"
4 "start"
Table A.I Field sheet ofgap acceptance
Hr.min, sec. Period Event right turning gap no of accepted
queue gap
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A.2 End Departures Per Lane
Table A2 Field sheet ofend departures per lane
Appendix A
lane lane lane lane lane lane
I 2 I 2 I 2
Cycle Intersection Direction Intersection No of cars No ofcars No of cars not
No: observed approached waiting turning turning
•
jJ
fl
mean mean
A.3 Queue Space
Intersection observed:
Date:
Period:
Table A.3 Field sheetofqueue spaces
No: Light or heavy vehicle Distance betwmI two cars in
the queuc including the length
ofleading \'Chicle
Mean
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A.4 Downstream short lane length
Intersection observed:
Direction:
Date:
Period:
Length ofdownstream short lane: -
Table A.4 Field sheet ofdownstream short lanes
Appendix A
Time Lane 1 (with Lane 2 Lane 3
downstream soon lane
length)
Total, Totalz Total,
Utili· . Rati Total, x 100Downstream sanon 0= ,_, talTOlwz + To ,
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APPENDIXB
B. SURVEY RESULTS
8,1 Survey results ofEnd Departures Per Lane
Table B.1: Survey results of end departures per lane
Appendix B
lane 1 lane 2 lane 1 lane lane lane
2 1 2
NO Intenection Direction Intenection No of can waiting No of can No of can
: observed approached turning not turning
I J.Smuts north Empire 7 5 2
2 J. Smuts north Empire 7 3 ..
3 J. Smuts north Empire 5 5 0
.. J. Smuts north Empire 3 .. 2 2 3 3
5 J. Smuts north Empire 3 7 2 2 3 6
6 J. Smuts north Empire .. 7 3 3 1 5
7 J. Smuts north Empire 5 7 1 3 .. ..
8 J. Smuts north Empire 2 5 2 3 3 3
9 J. Smuts north Empire 5 3 2
10 J. Smuts south Empire 7 7 3 .. 4 5
11 J.Smuts south Empire 8 5 3 3 2 4
12 J. Smuts south Empire 5 6 1 2 5 6
13 J. Smuts south Empire 5 7 2 2 4 8
-
14 J.Smuts south Empire 10 6 2 2 6 5
15 J. Smuts south Empire 7 6 2 1 .. 5
16 J.Smuts south Empire 5 6 .. 2 2 4
17 J. Smuts south Empire 3 6 3 .. 1 2
18 J.Smuts south Empire 1 3 1 2 1 1
19 J. Smuts south Empire 5 2 2 1 4 2
20 J. Smuts south Empire 5 .. 4 3 1 1
lIS
21 J. Smuts sooth Empire 3 2 1
22 J. Smuts sooth Empire S 3 2
23 J. Smuts sooth Empire 2 S 2 3 1 3
24 Bertha sooth Joril8ell 3 2 1
2S Bertha sooth Joril8ell 2 2 2
26 Bertha sooth Joriuen 4 2 2 2 3 2
27 Bertha south Joril8ell 4 3 1
28 Bertha sooth Joril8ell 3 2 1
29 Bertha south Joril8ell 3 2 1
30 Bertha sooth Joril8ell S 2 1
31 Bertha sooth Joril8ell 6 3 1
32 Bertha sooth Joriuen 8 2 2
33 Bertha south Joril8ell 7 3 3
34 Bertha sooth Joril8ell 4 3 1
3S West sooth BrickhiIJ 6 6 1
36 West sooth Brickhill 9 9 1
37 Brickhill east West 5 3 2
38 Brickhill east West S 4 1
39 Brickhill east West 3 1 2
40 BrickhiU east West 3 2 1
D.2: Survey resultsofqueue spaces for lightvehicles
NO: LJLY: (metre) NO:· LJLY: (metre) NO: LJLy:
1 5.7 31 6.0 61 5.6
2 6.4 32 6.0 62 5.8
3 5.7 33 6.0 63 7.1
4 5.8 34 6.8 64 6.4
5 5.5 35 5.7 65 6.1
6 5.6 36 8.0 66 6.9
7 6.2 37 5.2 67 7.2
8 6.8 38 7.2 68 5.9
9 6.8 39 6.1 69 6.8
.
10 7.0 40 6.5 70 6.1
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.11 7.2 41 5.4 71 5.2
12 5.3 42 6.8 72 7.1
13 5.2 43 5.3 73 6.5
14 6.4 44 7.6 74 6.2
15 6.2 45 6.3 75 5.7
.
16 6.3 46 6.9 76 6.5
17 6.6 47 5.9 77 6.6
18 7.0 48 7.4 78 6.0
19 5.5 49 - 6.2 79 6.9
20 5.8 50 6.4 80 6.2
21 7.0 51 6.6
22 5.9 52 6.4
23 7.4 53 6.6
24 5.7 54 6.4
25 5.6 55 6.9
26 6.5 56 6.0
27 6.7 57 6.6
28 6.1 58 6.9
29 6.5 59 6.4
30 5.3 60 7.0
Table B.3: Survey resultsofqueue spacesfor heavy vehicles
NO: LlHV
1 11.3
2 17.1
3 10.2
4 16.7
5 8.2
6 11.2
7 13.7
8 10.7
9 8.0
10 13.2
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11 9.3
12 10.5
13 IL2 ,
14 8.2
15 13.4
16 10
17 9.8
18 12.8
19 - 9.3
20 14.7
21 12.7
22 13.2
23 12.9
24 12.8
25 8.1
26 8.1
27 14.2
28 13.5
29 7.7
30 8.3
lIS
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C. SIDRA DEFAULT VALUES
AIlIl"Ddjx C
Parameter Description Standard Values
SIDRA 4.1 SIDRA 4.07 DEF10 HeM Defaults South Africa SIDRA
(metric unitsl version 1.
Sianals
Title ' Title' 'TItle' 'TItle' 'Title'
Subtitle ' Subtitle' 'Subtitle' 'Subtitle' 'Subtitle'
Output Option
Full/Summary 'F' 'F' 'F' 'F'
Saturation Flow estimation 'Y' 'y' 'y'
Unit Time Method for volumes 'T' 'T' 'T'
Cycle time 'P' 'P' 'P' 'P'
Cycle Increment 10 10 10 10
Maximum Cycle Time 120 120 120 120
First phase change time 'N' 'N' 'N' 'N'
Stop Penalty 20 ' 20 20 20
Peak Flow period 30 60 15 30
Flow scale (as %) 100 100 100 100
HV data options 's' 'S' 'P' 'P'
Total flow period 60 60 60 60
Saturation flow scale(as %) 100 100 100 100
Peak flow factor 90 90 90
Intersection number .. .. .. ..
No of approach laries . 3 3 3 3
No of adjacent exit lanes 3 3 3 3
Pedestrians 'F' 'F' 'F' 'F'
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Percentage of heavy vehicles 0 0 2 2
Lane width 330 330 366 350
Basicsaturallon flow 1950 1850 1900 1930
Practlcat dearee of saturation
Fixedlime 90 . 90 90 90
VA 90 95 90 90
(notused) 0 0 0 0
(notused) 0 0 0 0
unlnterrupted 98 98 98 98
Approach Distance
Vehicles 1000 1000 914 1000
Pedestrians 100 100 91 100
Averaae Speed
Vehicles 60 60 64 60
Pedestrians 4 4 4 4
Median Width '120' '120' '122' 120
Downstream short lane length 'N' 'N' 'N' 'N'
Approach Grade 0 0 0 0
Buses stopping per hour IN', 'N' 'N' 'N'
Partdng Manoeuvres 'N' 'N' 'N' 'N'
Short lanegreen constraint 'N' 'N' 'N' 'N'
Lane utllisallon (as %) 100 100 100 100
Short lane length '50' '50' 49 50
Lane Type 1 1 1 1
FreeQueue 0 0 0 0
Critical Gap (*10)
Left turns '40' '40' '40' 40
(notused) • • • •
Right turns '45' 45' '40' 61
Follaw-up headway (*10)
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Left tums '24' '24' '1400' 24
(not used) • " " "
Rlghttums '26' 26' '1400' 21
End Departures per lane ("10
Left tums '25' '20' '20' 25
Rlghttums
"
'22' '18' '25' 25
Extra Bunching 0 0 ,0 0
Intergreen time 5 5 4 5
Start Loss ,
Vehicles 2 2 2 2
Pedestrians 1 1 1 1
End Gain 3 3 3 3
Minimum DisplayedGreen 6 6 6 ,
,
7
Maximum Displayed Green 'N' 'N' 'N' 'N'
ConstantMovement Flow 'N' 'N' IN' , 'N'
Pedestrian Total Arrival Flow '50' '50' '50' '50'
Movement Saturation Flow
First green oeried • 'V' • "
Second green peried • 'V' '. •
Pedestrian saturation now 20000 20000 20000 20000
Tum tvoe/radluslconfllct.oedest
Left tums 0 0 0 0
Richt tums 0 0 0 0
Queue SDace
Light vehicles 600 600 762 635
Heavy vehicles 1200 1200 1372 1130
Pedestrians 100 100 100 100
Group Welahts (as%1
Delays 100 100 100 100
SIODS 100 100 100 100
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Queues I 100 , 100 100 100
Acceleration IDeceleration rate adiustment factors
Light vehicles
Acceleration rate factor f LV 1.4 1,4 1.4
Deceleration rate tactor f LV 1.6 1.6 1.6
Heavyvehicles
Acceleration rate factor 1.4 1.4 1.4
Deceleration rate factor 1.6 1.6 1.6
Approach Tum Radius
Left turns 'P' 20 'P' 'P'
Through 'P' 'P' P'
Righttums 'P' 20 'P' P'
Naaotlatlan SPaed ,
Left· lumlng vehicles 'P' 'V' 'P' 'P'
Through vehicles 'P' 'V' 'P' 'P'
Rlghl·lumlng vehicles 'P' 'V' 'P' 'P'
Approach 10 SIOD sign 0 0 0
Negotiation Distance
Left·luming vehicles 'pi, 'P' 'P' 'P'
Through vehicles 'P' 'P' 'P' 'P'
Rlghl-Iumlng vehicles 'P' 'P' 'P' 'P'
Percent exlltlng flow contribution to ODDolln now
Left tums 0 0 0 0
(nol used) 0 0 0 0
Rlghllums 0 0 0 0
Variable cyclelime oollon 'N' 'N' 'N'
Variable Flowscale option 'N' 'N' 'N'
(notused)
(nol used) • • • •
(notused) • • • •
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(not used) 0 0 0 0
(not used) 0 0 0 0
(not used) 0 0 0 0
Model Parameters
Saturation Flows and Ad/ustment Parameters
Environment Class 1 (not used) 1850 1900 (not used)
Environment Class 2 (not used) 1700 1710 (not used)
Environment Class 3 (not used) 1580 1620 (not used)
Environment Class 4 (not used) 1440 1520 (not used)
Environment Class 5 (not used) 2000 2100 (not used)
Through Car Eaulvalents
Left tums 1.05 1 1.05263 1.05
Right tums 1.05 1 1.17647 1.05
Excess headway for restricted 0.2 0.3 0.25 . 0.2
tums
Heavy Vehicle Excess Headways
Through 0.65 1 1 0.65
Left normal 0.75 1 0.947737 0.75
Left restricted 1 1.3 1.19737 1
Right normal 0.75 1 0.82353 0.75
Right restricted . 1 1.3 1.07353 1
Maximum excess headway 1.5 1.5 1.5
loarameter
Lane Width Adjustment Formula Parameters
Through lanes
Parameter a 0.83 0.55 0.6 0.81
Parameter b 0.052 0.14 0.10936 0.051
Parameterc 3.3 3 3.66 3.5
Parameterd 3.3 3.7 3.66 3.5
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Parameter e 0.83 0.83 0.6 0.61
Parameterf 0.052 0.05 0.10936 0.051
Tum lanes
Parameter a 0.83 0.6 0.81
Parameter b 0.052 0.10936 0.051
Parameterc 3.3 3.66 3.5
Parameterd 3 -3.66 3.5
Parametere 0.83 0.6 0.81
Parameterf 0.052 0.10936 0.051
Gradient Adjustment Fonnula Parameters
Through Lanes
Parameter a (down) 0 0.5 0 0.67
Parameter b (up) 0.5 0.5 0.67
Tum/anes
Parameter a (down) 0 0 0.67
Parameter b (up) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.67
Tum radiul adJultment parameters
Parameter a 1.05 1 1.05 1.05
Parameter b 150 150 150 150
Parameterc 3 3 3 3
Parlllna Factorparameters
Parameter a 0.9 0.9 0.9
Parameter b 0.005 0.005 0.005
BUI factorparameters
Parameter a ' 1 1 1
Parameter b 0.004 0.004 0.004
Confllctlna pedeltrlan elfect ~arameters
Parameter a 0.85 0.85 0.85
Parameter b 2100 2100 2100
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Other parameters
Pedestrian movement parameters
(notused)
Walk time, tw 6 6 7 6
Clearance time overlap, to 2 2 3 2
Clearance time gain. to 3 3 3 3
Minimum cleamce time, t cm 5 5 5 5
Clearance (walking) speed, vc 1.2 1.2 1.22 1.2
Downstream short lane model parameters
Minimum downstr,SL length, 10 10 9 10
Dsm 10
Downstr.SL lenth for full utll, 200 200 183 220
Dsf 200 \
Model parameter, n 1 1 1 1
(not used)
(notused)
Utilisation ratioat Dsm, p sm 10 10 10 0
Gap acceotance caoacltv model parameters
Minimum values of variable gapaecap/ence perameters calculated by SIDRA
Critical Gao (single lanecirculating) 2,2 2.1 2,2 2,2
Critical Gap (mUltilane circulating) 2.2 1.5 2.2 2.2
Follow-up Headway 1.2 0.8 1.2 1.2
I 1.1 3 1.1
Maximum values of variable gapaecaptence paramaters calculated by SIDRA
CrillcaJ Gap 8 8 8
Dominant followup headway 4 4 4
Subdomlnant followup 4 4 4
headway
3 3 3
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Fuel/cost/emissions data
General vahlcle Darameters
Light vehicle mass 1200 1360 1211
Heavyvehicle mass 8000 9070 9118
Heavyvehicle max. power 261 261 261
Ilkwl
Proportion of HVs using diesel 0 0 0
fuel
Secondary performance 1 1 1
measure
Fuel
Alphanumeric descriptions .
Performance measure 'FUEL' 'FUEL' 'FUEL' , 'FUEL'
Unit of performance measure 'mL 'mLI 'mL' 'mt,'
Light Vehicles
Idling rate 1500 1500 1590 1356
Cruise parameters
A 30 '30' 34 30
B*10'S 550 '550' 623 550
Efflclencyparameter B1*10'4 900 900 900 900
Efficiency parameter B2*1 0'4 300 300 300 300
Heavyvehicle -petrol
idling rate 1500 1590 1500
Cruise parameters .
A 30 34 30
B*10'S 550 623 550
Efficiency parameter B1 ~10'4 900 900 900
Efficiency parameter 82*10'4 300 300 300
Heavyvehicle -Diesel
idlingrate 1500 1590 1500
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Cruise parameters
A 30 34 30
S*10'S 550 623 550
Efficiency parameter Bl*10A4 900 900 900
Efficiency parameter B2*1 OA4 300 300 300
Hydrocarbons
Atphanumeric descriptions
Perfonnance measure 'HC' 'HC' 'He' 'He'
unitof perfonnance measure 'g' 'g' . 'g' 'g'
Ughf vehicles
Idling rate 8 8 8 8 ,
cruiseDlUBfTI6ters
A 0 0 0 \ 0
B*10'S 2 '2' 2 2
Efficiency parameter Bl*10A4 0 0 0 0
Efficiency parameter S2*1 OA4 4 4 4 4
HeavY vehicles-petrol
Idling rate 8 8 8
Cruise parafTl6(ers
A 0 0 0
S*10AS 2 2 2
Efflclency parameter Bl*l OA4 0 0 0
Efflclency parameter B2*1 OA4 4 4 4
Heavyvehlcles-dles.el
Idling rate 8 8 8
Cruise parafTl6ters
A 0 0 0
S*10AS 2 2 2
Efflclency parameter Bl*10A4 0 0 0
Efficiency parameter B2*1 OA4 4 4 4
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Carbon monoxide
Alphanumaric dascrlptlons --c
Performance measure 'CO' 'CO' 'co' 'co' .
Unit of performance measure 'g' 'g' 'g' 'g'
Light Vehicles
Idling rate 50 50 50 50
Cruise tlIJflImeters
A 1 '1' 1 1
6·10·5 0 '0' 0 0
EffiCiency parameter 61'10·4 150 150 150 150
Efficiency parameter 62·10·4 250 250 250 250
Heavyvehicle -petrol
Idling rate 50 50 \ 50
Cruise parameters
A 1 1 1
6·10·5 0 0 0
EffiCiency parameter 81·10·4 150 150 150
Efficiency parameter 82'10·4 250 250 250
Heavyvehicle -diesel
Idling rate 50 50 50
Cruise parameters
A 1 1 1
8·10·5 0 0 0
EffiCiency parameter 81·10·4 150 150 150
EffiCiency parameter 82·10·4 250 250 250
Nitrogen oxide.
Alphanumeric descriptions
Performance measure 'NOX' 'NOX' 'NOX' 'NOX'
unit of performance measura 'g' 'g' 'g' 'g'
Ught vehicles
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Idling rate 2 2 2 2
cruise paremeters
A '0' '0' '0' . '0'
B"10AS '6' '6' '6' '6'
Efficiency oararneter B1"10A4 10 10 10 10
Efficiency earameter B2"10A4 2 2 2 2
Heavyvehlcles.-J)lJtrol
Idling rate 2 2 2
Cruise oerameters
A '0' '0' '0'
B"10AS '6' '6' '6'
Efficiencyparameter B1"10A4 10 10 10
Efficiency Darameter B2"10A4 2 2 2
Heavyvehlcles-dlesal
Idling rate 2 2 2
Cruise parametars
A '0' '0' '0'
B"10A5 '6' '6' '6'
Efficlancynarameter B1"10A4 10· 10 10
Efficiency Darametar B2"1 OA4 2 2 2
Operatina COlt
AlPhanumeric Descriptions
Performance measure 'COST' 'COST' 'COST' 'COST'
Running costltueJ cost ratio 5 5 5
Pumppr1ce or petrol (cents) 70 70 70
Resource cosVpump pr1ce of 0.5 0.5 0.5
loetrol 0.5
Time value as oere. or avo hour1y Income 60
Average occupancy per 1.5 1.5 1.5
vehicle
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Average hourly Income 18 18 18
Carbon Dioxide
LV faelor(kgnltre of fuel) 2.5 2.5 2.5
HV tactor- petrol ve~lcles 2.3 2.3 2.3
HV factor- diesel vehicles 2.7 2.7 2.7
Lead
Grams of lead emitted eer litre of fuel 0.3 . 0.3
Proportion of LVs using leaded petrol 0.5 0.5
Proportion of HVs using leaded petrol 0.5 0.5
Acceleration/Deceleration model parameters
Acceleration distance model parameters
light vehicles
Parameter 1 0.467 0.467 0.467 0.467
Parameter 2 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Parameter 3 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021
Heaw Vehicles
Parameter 1 0.5 0.5 0.5
Parameter 2 0.00082 0.00082 0.00082
Parameter 3 0.00087 0.00087 0.00087
Deceleration distance model oarameters
ILighf vehicles
Parameter 1 0.473 0.473 0.473 0.473
Parameter 2 0.00155 0.00155 0.00155 0.00155
Parsmeter3 0.00137 0.00137 0.00137 0.00137
Heaw Vehicles
Parsmeter 1 0.5 0.5 0.5
Parameter 2 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
Parameter 3 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
Acceleration time model narameters
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Lightvehicles
Parameter 1 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.08
Parameter 2 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.127
Parameter 3 0.0182 0.0182 0.0182 0.0182
Parameter 4 0 0 0
Parameter 5 0 0 0
Parameter 6 0 -0 0
Heavyvehicles
Parameter 1 0.9 0.9 0.9
Parameter 2 0.002 0.002 0.002
Parameter 3 0.0023 0.0023 0.0023
Parameter 4 0.15 0.15 0.15
Parameter 5 0.42 0.42 \ 0.42
Parameter 6 0.126 0.126 0.126
Deceleration tJme model oarametera
Ught vehlcJes
Parameter 1 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71
Parameter 2 0.238 0.238 0.238 0.238
Parameter 3 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009
Parameter 4 0.0021 0 0.0021
Parameter 5 0.0021 0 0.0021
ParameterS 0.0021 0 0.0021
Heavyvehicles
Parameter 1 1.63 1.83 1.83
Parameter 2 0 0 0
Parameter 3 0.0184 0.0184 0.0164
Parameter 4 0.00182 0.00182 0.00182
Parameter 5 0.00622 0.00622 0.00822
ParameterS 0.0686 0.0686 0.0886
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Delay parameters
SlgnaUled delav model parameters
Parameter n 0 0 0 0
Parameterm 12 12 12 12
Parameter a 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67
Parameter b 1.667·10A·3 1.667·10A·3 1.667·10A·3 1.667·10A·3
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